
 

Chapter 1501 - Changes in the age of gaming 

  

There is one of the most powerful psychological hints in the game. It is called a losing game. In the past 

many years, in any fighting game, one side was beaten by the other side, and the attacker was full of 

blood, and almost no blood was left. Fang will not be nervous. 

 

In a state of tension, they will have very negative emotions, or be irritable, agitated, or anxious, and they 

will lose their normal level. 

 

This is the case with Taro Taro. When he was beaten to death by Lu Yang, he knew that there would be 

another move to separate the victory and defeat, but he was nervous, so when Lu Yang walked within 1 

meter of him At that time, he was only 0.07 seconds behind Lu Yang. 

 

Du Bin looked at Lu Yang left on the field with a smile and sighed, and said, “It really is a master, and it is 

too easy to win.” 

 

Hitomi said: “Fortunately, there is another round, otherwise it will end so soon, it is too boring.” 

 

This year’s game is a three-game two-win system. In order to increase the difficulty, in the second game, 

a forced counterattack is also set. Players who are continuously controlled can use the forced 

counterattack skills to crash the attacker. 

 

Inside the venue. 

 

All the skills of Lu Yang have cooled down. He quietly waits for the start of the second game. He guessed 

the battle in the first game. Taro Yamaguchi was deceitful. Last year, the battle was shrunk to win. This 

year he changed his name. It seems that he knows that he still wants to use shrinking play, but in fact he 

took the initiative to attack and defeat himself. 

 

If it is a normal battle, Taro Taro should still be beaten. However, today is a global live broadcast, or to 

fight with himself, he must want to storm to defeat himself. Therefore, Lu Yang tried to test it, and first 

used the Yang Yang boxing, and sure enough , He hit Taro, who wanted to sneak attack. 



 

Lu Yang looked at the wall Taro who was standing on the opposite side and kept talking with the talker, 

a sneer appeared on his face. In the first game, Taro failed, and he would not dare to attack. It is 

estimated that he would change the gems and enchant. Ready to switch back to the original **** play. 

 

At this time, Taro Takayama finished the discussion with the team behind the scenes. He looked up and 

looked at the opposite Lu Yang, showing a provocative look. 

 

As Lu Yang guessed, his behind-the-scenes team warned him not to think about attacking with Lu Yang. 

You have 10 levels of equipment and rely on defensive play. Do you still need to worry that Lu Yang can 

kill you? 

 

System prompt: The second battle is about to begin. Players on both sides should be prepared. 

 

Lu Yang stared at Wall Taro, but his eyes kept looking to his left, and he walked towards a point 15 

meters away from the center of the court. 

 

Wall Taro noticed that Lu Yang was looking at his right side, his expression remained unchanged, but his 

heart murmured. He asked the team behind the scenes, but at this time the chat function was turned 

off, and he couldn’t ask. 

 

Wall Taro secretly gritted his teeth. He suspected that Lu Yang was going to attack, but Lu Yang looked 

at his right side, but he might not really hit the right side, maybe the left side. This strong suggestion 

really annoyed him. 

 

Lu Yang noticed a slight change in Wall Taro ’s expression and a stronger smile on his face. He just 

wanted to grab it. Wall Taro must release the summon beast thorn bird to rebound damage. He only 

had to control Wall Taro first, so that he had no chance to control the thorns. Birds have a chance to win 

the game. 

 

He strongly hinted to Taro Taro that he was going to hit him on the side in order to make him wonder 

where he was going. 

 



The light flashed, and Lu Yang stood at the official point. On the other side, Taro, 30 meters away, stood 

at the same point. 

 

“Lu Yang, I guess where you are going, come with courage.” Wall Taro sneered at Lu Yang’s eyes. 

 

Lu Yang smiled even more and said, “Is that right? Congratulations if you guessed right, but if you guess 

wrong, you lose, and you lose in front of billions of people all over the world!” 

 

“You.” Taro wall hesitated, he regretted the attack of the first game more, otherwise, the second game 

would not end up in such an awkward position. 

 

Inside the live room. 

 

Dubin looked at Ma Feng and Zheng Kuan and asked with a smile: “How do you think the battle in the 

second game will be fought? The two are standing there, and they are already engaged in words.” 

 

Ma Feng motioned to Zheng Kuanxian to say, Zheng Kuan nodded with a smile, and said, “Because of his 

wrath skills, Taro Taro is a profession with few escape skills and relying on defensive counterattacks and 

summoning beast attacks. In this game, Lu Yang wanted to take the lead in attacking. After a period of 

stun, he launched strong control skills to fight for a set of skills to defeat Wall Taro. “ 

 

Ma Feng went on to say: “It depends on whether Wall Taro can avoid the flash attack of Lu Yang’s start. 

Unfortunately, if it is another output profession, Lu Yang dares to jump over, and the other party can 

continuously release control skills to fight against Lu Yang. Unfortunately, Wall Taro is a priest-like 

demon occupation. It depends on how this thorn bird runs away. If he can run out of Lu Yang’s attack, 

he can defeat Lu Yang. If he can’t run out, he just waits for death. “ 

 

System prompt: Countdown preparation 

 

5 

 

4 

 



3 

 

2 

 

1 

 

Start 

 

The light flashed, and the attack restriction was lifted. Lu Yang opened his eyes suddenly and fled the 

dagger to 10 meters to the left of the wall Taro. The body flew a reddish light and flew to the right 10 

meters to the right At the same time, his body turned into a white light and shone behind Taro Wall. 

 

Wall Taro, as if he had long guessed that Lu Yang would appear behind him, his body turned into a 

shadow and appeared outside 10 on his left. He just appeared, but he was horrified to see that Lu Yang’s 

crimson light burst out suddenly Lu Yang took the opportunity and punched his left hand in the head. 

 

Exclaimed the audience. 

 

In the live room. 

 

Ma Feng covered his face and said, “It’s over. I don’t understand what Wall Taro thinks. Even the thorn 

bird is not released. Why do you have to fight with Lu Yang?” 

 

Zheng Kuan sighed at the inactionable wall Taro who was hit by Lu Yang’s various moves and anger skills, 

and said, “Let’s see when he will fight against him.” 

 

On the court. 

 

With more than 20 strokes, Lu Yang was releasing his fist and grabbing the wall talang and hitting the 

wall. Suddenly, the wall taro’s body gave out a light, driving Lu Yang back 30 meters away. 

 



“Summon Archaeopteryx” 

 

“Summon Radiant Demon” 

 

“Summon Bloody Ghost” 

 

Archaeopteryx is a more powerful attacker than the Thorn Bird. It summons beasts, and under the aura, 

it bounces 50,000 damage per attack. 

 

Radiant Demon is an evolutionary place of Tiandu Demon, reducing the target’s damage by 70%. 

 

The **** old ghost is a flying creature, the size of which is only a sparrow, and the appearance is a bat 

with long horns. The attack method is sonic attack, which causes 100,000 points of damage each time 

and attacks every 3 seconds. 

 

After being forcibly rebounded to the ground 30 meters away, Lu Yang continued to chant a spell 

without a pause. 

 

“Moisture body” 

 

“Wind clone” 

 

Two avatars appeared at the same time on both sides of Lu Yang’s main body of fire, each wearing a 

160-level dark gold suit like Lu Yang. 

 

“Only two avatars came out, you look down on me too much.” Takayama Toshiro said with a sneer, 

meanwhile he carefully looked at the two avatars of Luyang. 

 

“It’s also a 160-level dark gold suit. It looks like you were really dragged down in the last war, and the 

level of the clone was not raised.” Takayama Higashi said with a sneer. 

 



Lu Yang said indifferently: “Unfortunately, your summoning beast monster is not as high as you, 

otherwise I am really rude to you. Go to the loser group and think again. These three summoning beasts 

will not win me. . “ 

 

“Don’t look down on people.” Dongshan wall Taro was furious, quickly found a corner to stand, pointed 

at the landing Yang and cursed: “You come, you come and hit me.” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t bother to care about him and watched flying in the air, like a clueless old **** ghost, 

pointing with his left hand. 

 

“Flame Shock” 

 

A flame burst into the head of the **** old ghost who flew in the air in an instant, and he was forced to 

stay in the air for 2 seconds. 

 

He immediately controlled two avatars to attack the **** old ghost at the same time. After the trials of 

many wars this year, Lu Yang’s reaction speed became stronger and stronger. The **** old ghost flew 

like a bat in the eyes of others. But in Lu Yang’s eyes, the speed is very slow. 

 

The three avatars attacked with all their strength, and the blood tribe had a total of 8 million health. 

Even though the damage was reduced by 70%, they were still dying. Just before it was about to die, Taro 

quickly used healing to add blood. 

 

“Water Binding” 

 

Wall Taro’s initiative to add blood was interrupted, he quickly re-spelled the spell, but the delay of such 

a second, the old blood tribe died. 

 

Lu Yang’s body and the three avatars took out the potion at the same time and ate it. He had just 

rebounded a lot from the attack. He aimed the Archaeopteryx this time. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 



“Air Blast” 

 

“Bangchanghai” 

 

… 

 

The continuous interruption skills were all on the **** old ghost. Even if it was only for a moment, the 

**** old ghost still could not release the blood skills to protect the archaeopteryx. He watched the 

birdie and was killed by Lu Yang. . 

 

“You have the guts to hit me Wall Taro is extremely angry. 

 

Lu Yang sneered. In fact, this battle looked like he was inferior. In fact, he was very superior. His avatar 

blood was grammatical to the walled-up bloodline of Tarotaro. Many hit one, and his reaction speed 

was extremely high. Quickly, it’s impossible to think that it’s impossible to get into the semi-finals just 

like last year by relying on the tortoise. 

 

This year is destined to be a fast-paced battle. All tortoise play must be dismal. On the one hand, this is 

the official intentional restraint of tortoise play, because this is not ornamental. On the other hand, 

Second World is trying to find a way The event has become an Olympic event. Since the goal is the 

event, there must be a place for competition. 

 

The official choice is to fight the speed of consciousness response, which cannot be touched by 

conventional sports. The consciousness response is a blind spot for human beings. If this doubt can be 

solved, it will be of great benefit to human development. Therefore, this kind of Officials hate tortoises. 

 

On the court. 

 

Lu Yang also killed the Tianhui Demon, and there was only Taro Taro left in the field. As in the last round, 

Lu Yang rushed up to make a series of consecutive moves and killed Taro Taro on the ground. 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 1502 - Master of Antique Appraisal 

  

The audience was thunderous, Lu Yang waved to the surroundings, and withdrew from the battlefield. 

He secretly relieved. After this game, he also knew his shortcomings. He lost 10 grades of equipment, 

and it was too bad. 

 

On the day he was grouped out of the competition list, he knew that his opponent was a 170-level wall 

Taro. He dared to upgrade without experiencing Dan. He chose to fight hard because he knew that this 

wall’s weakness was too obvious. 

 

If he replaced the other top ten masters in the previous session with a single-line spell specialization 

above Level 5 or more than Level 4 blood, Lu Yang would not be able to rise to Level 170. Fortunately, 

he won easily, no Being forced to use several other avatars to use mixed skills, that is his great trick, he 

will not use it as a last resort. 

 

Today is relatively busy. Lu Yang is not in a hurry to upgrade. His men are also busy upgrading 

equipment. There is no trouble outside. He can relax for a while and return to the Celestial City. He 

walked into the arena and came to his holding a ticket. The private room was comfortable to watch the 

game. 

 

He wants to see if there are any special masters, who can enter the main battlefield are all the top 

masters officially selected by the arena points. 

 

This year’s competition is divided into the winner and loser groups. Even if the players fail in the battle, 

they will not immediately exit, but will enter the loser group to fight. In the future, the winner and loser 

will compete for the last 10,000 people. Quotas. 

 

Lu Yang was seated next to the white lion and the muddy wine. They had finished the first game and 

were together to chat. When they saw Lu Yang coming, they stood up and greeted. 

 

“You’re welcome, have you seen any masters?” Lu Yang asked. 

 



Xia Yuwei glared at the single men of Bai’s Sanxiong and Liangyun, saying, “I saw a few masters, that is, 

the eyes of these single dogs are not in the right position.” 

 

All the men were speechless, and the murky wine showed an embarrassing expression, and they looked 

at Qing Qian Zimeng and Lan Yu who were in a private room and laughed. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and asked Lan Yu a look, “What’s the situation.” 

 

Lan Yu held Lu Yang’s arm, and said playfully to Lu Yang: “I finally know that the other side of Brother 

Zhuojiu is also a lust.” 

 

Zhuoju had an embarrassed face and scratched his face. He smiled and said, “Don’t blame me, this 

woman is so awful.” 

 

“What a woman.” Liang Yun pointed at the court and said, “Just arrived in the third game, this girl is 

wearing a red suit, using fire, playing too much with the opposite player.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the court with the opportunity. 

 

On the circular arena, a long, very beautiful mixed-race girl wore a red suspender top, exposing her 

proud upper body, and below was a red high-slit skirt, showing straight white legs and no shoes on her 

feet. , Bare feet. 

 

Lu Yang understood it and said, “This girl purposely packs herself. The shape is a fashion match. Playing 

like this in the arena, this is going to be a star.” 

 

Xia Yuwei shouted angrily and said, “Yeah, these few who have never seen the world have drooled.” 

 

“No,” White Lion and others denied together. 

 

“I saw it.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 



The faces of Zhuoju and White Lion were injured. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and was too lazy to take care of them. It was too familiar. Such scenes are often seen. 

In the field, the girl in the red dress was too dazzling. With a fire spell, it is obviously a 170 level 5 blood 

vein Specialization. 

 

The skills are smooth and quick, and the reaction speed is first-rate. The opposite is a thief player. She 

was hit by several flames from the air and knocked down. Each time she attacked, her expression was in 

place. 

 

Lu Yang recognizes who this girl is. She is the goddess of fire in the 4th Contest of the last generation. 

She is a mixed-race girl of South Korea and the United States. 

 

The voice of Qing Qian Zimeng sounded in everyone ’s ears and said, “The information is coming. The 

girl ’s name is Lan Weier, a Korean-American mixed race. At the same time, she is also a representative 

from our Korean hostile guild. The next Korean and Chinese war , She will fight. “ 

 

“Looks like, I need to fight with the Korean side myself.” White Lion thought seriously. 

 

“I feel that this task should be entrusted to me.” Liang Yun said. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the two and said silently: “Be careful, this woman is not as simple as it looks. With her 

technique, I feel that I can enter the top ten of the fire mage rankings this year. If she comes in, use her 

His appearance and strength, with the support of the gold master behind the scenes, is a tough enemy. “ 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Lan Yu suddenly exclaimed, “You look at the game in the third zone, that Korean player is too much.” 

 

Lu Yang, White Lion, and others looked sideways. In that game, the flame knife of the Jagged Brothers 

was playing against a South Korean player. Lu Yang’s eyes brightened, and he recognized that the 

Korean player was the puppet master Park mentioned before. Again. 

 



On the court. 

 

Park Zaicheng poses eight puppets and the flame knife to attack. At this time, the flame knife has clearly 

stood in the downwind position. Park Zaicheng’s puppet play is really weird. Four main attacks and four 

main defenses. He The brain’s reaction speed is really too fast. The eight puppets are attacking and 

defending at the same time. 

 

The puppet has blood, but even if the flame knife is a fifth-level blood specialization, even a half of the 

blood of a puppet is not beaten, it is beaten into residual blood. 

 

If Park Jae-sung ’s defeat of the Flame Sword does not cause anger among players, what really makes 

people angry is that Park Jae-sung sees the flames of the Blood Sword and controls the left hand of the 

puppet. With his left foot and right hand to control the eight puppets together, it became clear that he 

was shaming the flame knife. 

 

On the court. 

 

“You dare to shame me.” Flame Knife was extremely angry. 

 

Park Zaicheng smiled mockingly at the flame knife, and said, “I see your ability, I probably know what Lu 

Yang’s strength is. Even if Lu Yang comes, I will fight him like this.” 

 

“You dare to humiliate my boss, I killed you.” Flame Knife was furious, and rushed towards Park 

Zaicheng madly. 

 

Park Jae Sung didn’t rush to kill him, humiliating him continuously with control skills. He could solve the 

battle in more than ten seconds. Park Jae Sung humiliatedly hit the Flame Sword for 2 minutes. 

 

“嘭” 

 

The white lion punched the wall of the private room and scolded, “Today I took someone to kill him, and 

he sought death.” 



 

Lu Yang stopped the white lion and said, “Look out, South Korean players are about to explode this year. 

There is Lan Weier in front, and now Park Jae Sung. Do n’t use a large number of players to get revenge 

because of this. What you want now Yes, if you run into him, how can you fight him? “ 

 

Bitter love half-life frowned and said, “This is the first time I’ve seen the puppet profession. I don’t 

mention other aspects. This person is too strong. The eight puppets are like eight people’s control 

without any delay. This is too buggy.” 

 

The White Lion calmed down and said, “I’m afraid I’m against him, and he may not be his opponent.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “His profession is specially used for competition, but on the battlefield, he 

doesn’t have an advantage. There are too many people. It doesn’t make sense to control eighteen.” 

 

“Is there any way to defeat him?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Fighting with puppeteers is faster than reaction and smarter on the one hand. There is no 

specific way to find a gap when fighting on the spot. Such a person is terrible and I may not win. he.” 

 

The white lion, the muddy wine, and others were surprised. Some of them reacted. The Korean players 

who came this time were really different. 

 

As Lu Yang said, puppet players are too buggy, but it depends on who can use them. 

 

“Let’s keep watching the game.” Lu Yang looked back to continue to the next game. 

 

He found an interesting battle. There was a bloodline player on the field. He already had four avatars. 

There are five people in the body. Obviously this is a European player or a young boy. 

 

When he fights with others, he doesn’t look at the other side with his eyes, but listens with his ears. No 

matter what skills the other side uses, he can know what the other side wants to do and quickly control 

the five professions to respond together. 



 

This person Lu Yang also knows that he is blindly playing in the blood of the last generation. He is not a 

blind person, but a professional tuner who can clearly identify any note. 

 

The player standing opposite the tuner is more familiar to Lu Yang. It is black gauze, a black-haired 

master with a double-handed dagger and a black scarf. 

 

In the battle between the two sides, the tuner was very strong, but was restrained by the extremely fast 

body of black yarn. In the end, black yarn won with two wins and one loss and entered the winner 

group. 

 

… 

 

For a whole morning, Lu Yang saw almost all the senior players he was familiar with and three other 

female players, including Xia Yuwei, six female players became the contest Advertising, each person’s 

temperament and skill are different, and they are very individual. 

 

At noon, the game entered a break time, Lu Yang slipped outside, he came to the antique street, and 

now it is his treasure, the first antique shop opened by Alice was completely closed, after he changed his 

camouflage coat, More than a dozen other shops have become his main battlefield. 

 

Just entering the second store, suddenly, Lu Yang encountered a familiar back, his back looked a bit 

camel, and looking at it, he moved his eyes closer, as if he could not see clearly from a distance. 

 

Lu Yang walked around and walked in front of him, and saw his face. This is an oval-faced, middle-aged 

man with thick eyebrows, but there is always a hint of melancholy on his face, as if there is something to 

worry about. same. 

 

“Friend, what’s your name?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

The humpback man ignored Lu Yang and continued to look at antiques. 

 



Lu Yang smiled and stood by waiting. If he read correctly, the person in front of him is the master of 

antique identification he has been looking for. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1503 - Cheat 

  

This person’s eyes are special. When ordinary people look at things, they see what they look like, but 

they see abstract lines in his eyes. 

 

The most amazing thing is that in the last life, someone did an experiment. He put out 500 glasses of 

water in front of him and touched one of them. He could know which glass of water was passive. 

 

Antiques, to put it bluntly, he has a standard for authenticity. No matter what kind of hands and feet 

you make on counterfeits, the authenticity is the same. As long as Lu Yang gives the authenticity, he will 

follow it to find it, and he will find it 100%. Correct. 

 

The humpback man’s appraisal is over, and he puts the items back in position. Seeing that Lu Yang is still 

waiting for him, although he is a little impatient, he is educated and said, “Why have you been waiting 

for me.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Can we take a step to speak?” 

 

“Yes,” said the humpback man. 

 

Lu Yang led him to the door. In a place where no one was, Lu Yang changed his camouflage coat and 

said, “Introduce yourself, I’m Lu Yang.” 

 

“President Lu Yang,” said the humpback man, surprised, “how are you here?” 

 



Lu Yang said, “Brother, I’m looking for you but I’m so distressed.” 

 

“You’re looking for me?” The humpback man was even more confused. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Yeah, since the antique thing was released, I have sent someone to your original address, 

but you have moved long ago. As a last resort, I often go here to see if I can meet you. “ 

 

The humpback man smiled at himself and said, “What can I find?” 

 

This humpback man is not someone else, it is an alternative star who has been on TV. His eyes are 

different from normal people, but both eyes are 600 degrees myopia, and one of the eyes is injured. It is 

said that a few years later Will continue to worsen, leading to his blindness. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Brother Li Heng, I saw your eyes. I believe that your eyes are the masters in identifying 

antiques, so I want to hire you to help me identify antiques.” 

 

Li Heng said: “I can’t see anything in my eyes. I just tried it a little bit differently, but I can’t find it.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Really, I can give you every authentic antique, and I have it. As long as you 

are willing, for every antique you identify in the future, I will give you a monthly salary of 50,000.” 

 

Li Heng said, “It’s a little bit.” 

 

Lu Yang patted his shoulder and said: “A lot, except me, no one can show you all the finished antiques, 

and antiques are very rare and you can’t encounter them every day. This money is enough for you and 

Your child lives well. “ 

 

Li Heng said: “I think about it.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t think about it, you and your child will come to my game city, I will send your child to 

the best private school for education, and you will have a villa house that belongs to you. I gave it all. “ 

 



Li Heng was impressed. His most important thing is his child, saying, “Well, I promise you to come over.” 

 

Lu Yang patted his shoulder and said, “Come here as soon as possible, everything will be reimbursed. 

Call me in advance the next day, and I will send a special car to pick you up.” 

 

Li Heng nodded, explained to Lu Yang a few words, quit the game to pack his luggage, and he was 

planning to come tomorrow morning. 

 

Lu Yang secretly relieved. With the addition of Li Heng, there is no need for him to take a shot on the 

antique side. This is a big cornucopia, and he cannot give up. 

 

Now Lu Yang ’s expenses are too large, and all aspects need to be spent. The profits of Jiefang Brothers 

Alliance are not enough to support the company’s normal operation. Lu Yang has to inject more than 

200 million cash into the game city every month. 

 

There is no way, this has reached the era of the most burning money. Except for Jagged Brothers, other 

game companies have behind-the-scenes bosses, or choose to finance, or this game company is jointly 

formed by local city players, and players in the entire city are actively Blood transfusion for this 

company. 

 

Now it ’s like whoever ca n’t carry it first, whoever ca n’t carry it, whoever is dead, resists, and persists 

until the middle and late 175th level, and survives. 

 

Lu Yang thought about it, he still needs to find a few more ways to make money, it is better to pit 

people, for example, the next richest man in India, Slovov. 

 

Lu Yang ran to the pawnshop No. 3068. This place is his favorite place, because it sells pit people, but Lu 

Yang never thought about pit people before. If there is any battle, let’s fight it directly. Use This kind of 

thing will be known later, and it is easy to be scolded and shameless. 

 

But this time is different. This time there is an injustice Shilof. Moreover, this is much more shameless 

than him. He does not fight directly. He uses real-life things to destroy and bring reality into the game. 

This is something he ca n’t Tolerant, he was ready to give this **** a deep lesson. 

 



“Sir, what do you want to buy,” the pawnshop boss asked. 

 

Lu Yang found a recipe for the potion and said, “I want to buy this. Here are 20.” 

 

Shock Elixir 

 

Description: After using it, he will let you enter the magic immune state for 5 minutes, while increasing 

your physical defense ability by 30%. 

 

“This is a good thing here. We never sell it easily.” The boss said pretentiously. 

 

Lu Yang sneered. There are countless things in this shop. The boss sells this recipe, but this recipe is fake 

and nothing can be made. 

 

“You say the price.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Such a precious thing, one of 10 gold coins,” said the boss. 

 

Lu Yang bought 200 gold coins and bought 20 copies. 

 

The light flashed. 

 

Lu Yang put on his camouflage coat and teleported to the blessed city. 

 

I have to say that after hearing their orders, Paddu and others improved their efficiency a lot. Even 

Shilov’s base camp was found by them, in a village in the 140-level area outside the Fortress of Blessed 

City. 

 

Lu Yang put on a mount and ran to this village. What Lu Yang didn’t expect was that Shi Luofu was 

standing in the middle of the village and was talking about something excitingly. There were also tens of 

thousands of players around. 



 

“This is the area for our Indian players. It belongs to our India. Why is it occupied by a Chinese player?” 

 

“This man has invaded us and defeated us. Now we have to make money to give it to him, why.” 

 

“This is not the way of life for our great Indian people. We have to defeat him, pick up the glory that 

belongs to us, let him surrender us, and do what those people have not done in reality, and then we tell 

them , Huaxia is not terrible. “ 

 

… 

 

Tens of thousands cheered. 

 

Lu Yang sneered. It turned out that Shi Luofu was still a speaker. What he said was quite deceptive. He 

thought about it and found a way to deal with him. 

 

Shrov came to the end of the speech. Suddenly, an Indian-dressed player ran over and his face was full 

of excitement. 

 

“Shi Luofu, I support you.” Lu Yang shouted. 

 

Shi Luofu looked at Lu Yang wearing a camouflage coat kindly and said, “Child, your support is our 

greatest motivation, and may God bless you.” 

 

Lu Yang smirked and said, “Dear Lord Slov, your words really touched me. To this end, I want to sell you 

an item to support you.” 

 

“Sell me something.” Shi Luofu was displeased. He originally thought he was a supporter. He didn’t 

expect to be a seller, but he didn’t show an unpleasant expression on his face, but asked sincerely: 

“What is it? Is it worth selling to me? “ 

 



Lu Yang pretended to be embarrassed said: “If it’s an ordinary thing, I’ll give it to you, but this thing is 

too precious, so I can only sell it.” 

 

He took out the shocking potion formula and handed it to Schloff, and said, “Look, how much is this 

formula worth?” 

 

Shrov didn’t care at first, but when he saw the formula, his eyes immediately straightened, and he 

excitedly glared and asked, “Where did you get the formula, and how much?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I went into a secret place, and the old people there sold me only 20 copies, and I bought 

them.” 

 

“Sell it to me.” Shi Luofu jumped off the stone with excitement and said with open arms to Lu Yang. 

 

Everyone around was originally in the mood of watching a movie, thinking that Slovak would take Lu 

Yang away, but did not expect such a big reversal. 

 

Lu Yang was startled by Shi Luofu, the goods were all sun-dirty skin, only wearing a seemingly rich Sally, 

a cross-shaped meat on his face, dark brown hair, staring with open arms People are like the same pig. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1504 - Terrible melee 

  

“Um, I’m here to sell it to you. What price are you going to buy?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“500 gold coins, how about I buy you these recipes for five hundred gold coins in total?” Shi Luofu asked 

excitedly. 

 



Lu Yang took the formula back from Shi Luofu, put it in his backpack, and pretended to be afraid: “The 

price you gave is too low, far from the purchase price given on those medicines. Since you did n’t want 

to Yes, I’ll ask them to sell it. “ 

 

Where would Shi Luofu let Lu Yang go, he said quickly: “My friend, how about we go over there?” 

 

Lu Yang naturally agreed, followed Shi Luofu aside, and asked, “Dear Mr. Shi Luofu, how much would 

you like to give me?” 

 

Shrov stared at Luyang, and asked, “How much do you want to sell?” 

 

“I asked other Indian drug makers’ associations, and they were willing to pay 1 million gold coins,” Lu 

Yang said in a sticky tone. 

 

“One million gold coins,” Shrov said, his eyes widened with excitement, “Why don’t you grab them.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “This potion is the rarest potion in the moment. After it is made, it can be sold and made 

more money. I don’t have the talent of a pharmacist and no more staff, so I want to sell it. If the price 

you give is lower than that of the Pharmaceutical Merchants’ Association, sorry, I will sell them. “ 

 

“You say that this can sell a lot of money?” Slovf asked. 

 

Lu Yang pretended to say kindly: “You can open your auction house to see that there is no one on the 

market that has the same attribute as this potion. This attribute is the highest. As long as it is listed, it 

will be welcomed by everyone, you know, There are many people who are not bad at games. “ 

 

Sloof certainly knew this, saying, “But this price is too expensive.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little unwilling and said, “Sir, don’t delay my time. This is” Second World “. You don’t want 

to pay, some rich people are willing to pay.” 

 



Shi Luofu was a little embarrassed. He really thought it was too expensive to abandon this thing. But if 

he did n’t buy it, he could n’t bear it and gritted his teeth. Never mind.” 

 

Lu Yang was not fooled, saying: “Sorry, I will still do business with the Pharmaceutical Merchants 

Association. You don’t even have half of their price, I really look away.” 

 

He took out the scroll back to the city, and chose to fly back to the heavenly city. The crushed magic 

scroll turned into an array of light, shining at his feet. 

 

1 second 

 

2 seconds 

 

3 seconds 

 

… 

 

Shi Luofu stared at Luyang Yang, but Lu Yang always looked with contempt. Shi Luofu was guessing Lu 

Yang’s thoughts to see if Lu Yang was true. But Shi Luofu was disappointed. Lu Yang’s His eyes didn’t 

change at all, but he looked down on him. At the eighth second, Slovf couldn’t help but said, “I give out 

1 million gold coins.” 

 

Pretending to be untimely, Lu Yang jumped out of the teleportation array and said with a smile: “Dear 

Lord Shilov, you are really too wise. I believe that with this potion, all Indian players will love it. Your.” 

 

Shi Luofu looked at Lu Yang angrily, took out the contract and said, “Forget you said something, sign it.” 

 

Lu Yang took the contract and signed it quickly, and then handed it to Shi Luofu, saying, “I’ll give you the 

formula of the medicament.” 

 

He took out 20 recipes and handed them to Shilov. This was the last step of the contract. As long as the 

transfer was successful, the money was in hand. 



 

“Dididi” 

 

Shrov’s talker rang, he frowned and pressed the call button, put the contract in his backpack with one 

hand, and held the phone with one hand and smiled and asked, “Baby, what’s the matter?” 

 

The second vice president, Resata, frowned and asked, “What are you doing?” 

 

Slovak said proudly to Resata: “Baby, tell you the good news, I just spent a huge sum of money to buy a 

great recipe for the potion, you know, he can make people immune to magic for 5 minutes, and Can 

increase physical defense by 30%. “ 

 

Resata was stunned for a moment, and asked, “How do you, you, God, buy this potion, don’t pay that 

person and catch the person who sold you the potion.” 

 

“Why?” Schloff looked back at the man who sold him the formula, but found that the formula didn’t 

know when it appeared in his hands, and the person who sold it was long gone. 

 

“That man is gone.” Shrov asked with a frown. “Is something wrong?” 

 

Resata asked excitedly, “You tell me how much you paid for the recipe.” 

 

“One million gold coins, you know, I’ve figured it out. If we sell this potion, we’ll get rich.” Shi Luofu said 

excitedly. 

 

“God.” Resata was crazy. One million gold coins was more than three billion rupees. He couldn’t imagine 

how his boyfriend would be so stupid, and said with a cry: “You’re cheated, that potion is fake.” 

 

“Fake?” Shi Luofu asked coldly all over the body, “How is this possible?” 

 

“It’s really fake. It’s called Shock Potion, isn’t it? We sent life players to every room when Tianyu 

Shencheng was opened. This potion is fake, and any big guild knows it.” Resata is crazy. 



 

Shrov trembled in anger, and he yelled wildly: “Damn bastard, I’m going to kill you.” 

 

… 

 

Outside the village. 

 

Behind a big tree that no one knew, Lu Yang stood there using a stealth potion, listening to the roar of 

Shi Luofu from the village, a sneer appeared on his face, and secretly said: “Stupid.” 

 

The stupid guy really cheated. This person didn’t want to think about how this kind of thing appeared in 

front of him so smartly, even if he was a little bit smarter and asked the people around him, he would 

not be cheated. 

 

Lu Yang This is a good lesson for Shi Luofu, let him know and know, this game is not as simple as he 

thinks, moreover, you play a trick with me, don’t blame me to hack you behind, this is the first Once, but 

definitely not the last time. 

 

In such a routine, Lu Yang will let Shiloff repeat several times in a row, and he will welcome the Indian 

richest man to join this game in the warmest way. 

 

in the afternoon. 

 

Lu Yang entered the second game. This time it was relatively easy. It was just a player with more than 

160 levels. He didn’t call his avatar to solve the opponent. 

 

At night, he continued to play the third game. The opponent was also a player below level 170, and did 

not cause much trouble for Lu Yang. 

 

Even if the first three games were over, Lu Yang returned to the Chiyang Fortress at night, first practicing 

all four of his exercises to level 20. 

 



In the morning of the next day ’s arena match, maybe the official is to give more opportunities for 

newcomers, or to increase the exposure of more masters. The opponents on Lu Yang ’s side are very 

simple, and they end without causing any trouble for him. Now, the official switched to a Japanese 

player’s field immediately after the battle of Lu Yang was over. 

 

Inside the venue. 

 

A 1.8-meter-tall Japanese player, with a bare upper body, only a piece of armor on his chest, revealing 

his muscles, a victory tie tied around his head, and his lower body wearing white trousers and wooden 

clogs. 

 

Dubin introduced in the live broadcast room: “This is a Japanese player dressed in fashion. Although he 

seems to have no equipment, he is wearing a 170-level dark gold suit with gloves in both hands. His 

attack method is more special. He A rare wrestling profession. “ 

 

Close-up wrestling. This is a new mode just launched in the game. The official regulations do not allow 

players to have physical contact with each other. However, if they are in the wild, one party can use 

international standard wrestling, capture and other standard actions to attack the target. , This attack 

method is determined as a free mode, which has the effect of multiplying the damage. 

 

The Japanese player in front of him is a standard karate professional player who once fought an octagon 

cage and entered the game after retirement. He does not like to attack in the usual way and is 

accustomed to the actual fighting method. 

 

Inside the private room. 

 

Lu Yang and White Lion are watching the game. 

 

“It’s the first time I’ve heard of a wrestling attack, but he can’t win. The one on the opposite side is the 

second in the world in the last individual game,” said White Wolf. 

 

Lawrence, defeated by Lu Yang last year, is standing on the court and enjoying the cheers of countless 

players. After one year of training, he is confident to defeat Lu Yang. The little-known man in front of 



him is not in his eyes at all, and Japanese players But he kept staring at him, with only perseverance in 

his eyes. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Be careful. In the future, if you encounter such a wrestling profession, you must fight with 

all your strength, and don’t take care.” 

 

“Is it strong?” White Wolf asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The game has added wrestling, which has completely changed the game’s trend. Do you 

know that if a wrestling master really plays close-ups, it is likely that a 150-level player can kill a set of 

skills with a 170-level dark Master of gold. “ 

 

“No,” bitter Ai asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Look at this game, will this Japanese player surprise us?” 

 

On the court, it’s about to start. 

 

Lawrence waved at Japanese players and said, “Come on, kid, let me see your strength.” 

 

The Japanese player bowed solemnly at the time when he started the two words and said, “Please 

advise.” 

 

Lawrence was embarrassed. It is reasonable to say that the battle started and he should attack, but he 

was second in the last individual competition. How can he launch an attack when the opponent bows 

when facing an unknown soldier? If he attacks, he I can think of how the media would report him. 

Suddenly, the movements on his hands were slow, and he bowed slightly, saying, “Please …” 

 

The next word didn’t wait to say. Suddenly, Lawrence felt a dark shadow that made his eyes dark. He 

looked up, but found that the Japanese player had jumped in front of him with an escape dagger and 

was smirking. 

 



“Close Throw” 

 

The Japanese player grabbed Lawrence’s waist with one hand, grabbed the collar with one hand, and 

yelled, slamming Lawrence over the shoulder 3 meters away on the ground, hitting 5 times the strength 

of the damage, and then he took advantage of Lawrence When he first stood up, he rushed in front of 

him, and suddenly a spin came to Lawrence’s back, hugging his waist. 

 

“Stuck on my back” 

 

A Japanese player with an iron plate bridge slammed Lawrence’s head on the ground behind him. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1505 - Unwilling Lawrence 

  

Lawrence was stunned. When he stood up, he found that his blood volume had been beaten by more 

than 10 million. A total of 50 million health points, he was beaten by one fifth in the first 3 seconds, and 

the other side Right in front of him, he rushed over again. 

 

“Thousands of Trees” 

 

This is a new special skill of Lawrence. With him as the center, a large number of trees suddenly popped 

up, but before the ten thousand enchantment grew up next to him, the Japanese player grabbed his 

collar with his left hand, and his body moved forward. He bumped into the ground, got up and took a 

back kick to fly him 20 meters away. 

 

“jump” 

 

The Japanese player jumped out of the way to avoid the blooming trees and vines within 100 meters, 

and suddenly jumped in front of Lawrence. 



 

“6120000” (5x critical strike) 

 

5 times the power of damage to attack, Japanese players are warrior professions, full-body equipment, 

attributes and antiques all increase strength, with more than 1.2 million points. 

 

Lawrence was beaten so many times in a row, and even lost more than 10 million health, he was angry, 

but he could not find anyone, looked around, the players in the stands were exclaimed, pointing at him 

Behind. 

 

Lawrence turned around and looked around, but saw the Japanese player’s smirk expression, holding 

Lawrence’s waist, a standard back fall, slamming Lawrence to the ground fiercely, followed by a side 

front flip. 

 

“6120000” (5x critical strike) 

 

Lawrence was knocked down, just like a lazy donkey rolling, standing sideways and standing up looking 

for an opponent, but he couldn’t escape, just stood up, and was continuously thrown and thrown by 

Japanese players. In the game, he just put a million tree enchantment and died, while the Japanese 

player only lost less than 5 million health. 

 

System prompt: Japanese player Takeshi Furukawa wins! 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Takeshi Furukawa was so excited that she stepped on the ground with her arms open and roared! 

 

Players around the world are crazy. 

 

Dubin shouted madly: “It’s incredible, the unknown Japanese ordinary player Furukawa Furukawa 

defeated Lawrence, who was second in the last individual world championship, and defeated Lawrence 

with absolute advantage. Lawrence’s ability to resist None of them, this wrestling effort is beautiful. “ 



 

Sanyou Weimen was invited to the live broadcast room as a guest this time. He wore a pair of traditional 

costumes and helped his glasses. He said slowly: “Unsurprisingly, Furukawa Takeshi could easily defeat 

Lawrence.” 

 

Dubin asked excitedly, “Why do you think so?” 

 

Sanyou Weimen said: “The era of games has changed. After four years of training, we have basically 

mastered all the changes in the game. Naturally, we can study some targeted plays. This time, Furukawa 

Taketa is an example. For those former masters, at this contest, if they still think of the same play as last 

year, they will definitely suffer a very embarrassing defeat. “ 

 

Everyone looked at Sanyouweimen. Obviously, he meant something. 

 

“The second place has all been defeated by the unknown little puppet. Do you want to say that the first 

place will also be miserable, right?” Hitomi’s red lips showed a smile of confidence. 

 

Sanyouweimen drank a cup of tea and said with a smile, “Maybe not necessarily.” 

 

Players and viewers watching the broadcast all over the world are amazed. If you look at the battle just 

now, this battle is indeed one-sided. If Lu Yang comes on and is approached by Furukawa Takeshi, the 

end result is the same. 

 

Inside the private room. 

 

The cute queen said angrily: “That three friends Weimen nonsense, our boss will not be afraid of that 

Furukawa Takeshi.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I’m really not afraid of him. Do you understand? This Furukawa Takeshi is just 

a second-turn Templar and wrestling blood. Relying on the Paladin’s aura of freedom, there is no fear of 

Lawrence’s trees The enchantment binding can bring Lawrence down so freely. Lawrence is also a 

profession without stun control and does not know wrestling skills. It is not surprising that he was 

defeated by Furukawa. “ 



 

The White Lion said: “It really looks like this, Furukawa Takeshi really restrained Lawrence.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Looking at how the second round of Lawrence will play, maybe there will be any 

surprises.” 

 

He heard that Lawrence had obtained a few **** bloodlines, and he wondered if he had indeed. 

 

On the court. 

 

The second game is about to start. Lawrence completely looked down, and stared angrily at Furukawa, 

saying, “Boy, you are very overcast.” 

 

Furukawa took a broad smile and said, “A little trick, I didn’t expect you to be fooled.” 

 

Lawrence thought that Furukawa Armed Forces would not admit it, but he did not expect the other 

party to admit that he was playing him. This made Lawrence furious. In the face of the whole world, he 

lost the dignity of the unknown little soldier in front of him. Playing with you, he’s going crazy. 

 

“You wait for me. In the next round, I will make you die miserably.” Lawrence yelled at Furukawa, 

angrily. 

 

Furukawa still showed her two rows of big white teeth, saying, “I hope I can learn more skills from my 

predecessors.” 

 

The system prompts: The battle is about to begin, please prepare for both sides. 

 

Lawrence stood on the light spot with a sneer, at the same time, his body suddenly released a dark 

green light, flowing strongly on him like water. 

 

“Hello ~!” 



 

The howling sounded, and Lawrence’s body turned into a gray-green 2.5-meter-high spider. Suddenly, 

Furukawa looked dumbfounded. 

 

Humans know how to fall, normal deformed bears, wolves or lions, and he also knows how to fall, but 

this spider, six legs, each leg is like a sickle, and the venom can be sprayed in his mouth, which makes 

him stingy hit? 

 

He stunned! 

 

System prompt: match starts 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Lawrence suddenly jumped in place and collapsed more than five meters in height. Furukawa took a 

look up, but saw Lawrence’s spider form spit out three large webs with a diameter of 10 meters in a row 

and covered it around him. 

 

Furukawa did not dare to resist, and quickly jumped out of the range of the spider web. After the spider 

web landed, it was not tiled on the ground, but bulged upward, like a tent. 

 

Standing on the edge of the cobweb, he tried to punch it in the past, but did not cause any damage to 

the cobweb, and the cobweb itself did not have any stickiness, which did not produce restraint and 

slowing effects on him. 

 

“What is it for?” Takeshi Furukawa was a little bit confused. He first saw a fight with a spider web. 

 

When Lawrence landed, he looked at Guchuan Wu proudly and said, “I can’t think of it, this was 

originally used to deal with Lu Yang. I can’t think of it first to deal with you. Look, it’s not over yet, have 

the courage to hit me.” 

 

He jumped onto a spider web. The weird thing was that the cobweb that should not have been able to 

bear his weight did not change, and Lawrence standing on the cobweb disappeared. 



 

“Stealth? Is this cobweb for stealth?” Furukawa said with a frown. 

 

“Yes, he also made me increase the speed of movement and attack special effects.” Lawrence suddenly 

appeared in front of Furukawa Takeshi, the six compound eyes above the horrifying spider’s head 

emitted green and bright light while staring at Furukawa Takeshi, scared Furukawa Wu almost jumped 

up. 

 

“Paralysis Attack” 

 

Two huge forelimbs protruded forward at the same time, and were heavily inserted into Furukawa 

Taken’s body. While hitting more than 3 million damage, he stunned Furukawa Taken for 0.7 seconds. 

 

“Spider Sting” 

 

Lawrence suddenly made a force, and his two forelimbs attacked madly forward Each attack was 

accompanied by a stun of 0.7 seconds, and Furukawa was beaten without the ability to escape, even 

stiff. 

 

“Spider web” 

 

As Lawrence attacked, he spit out three more spider webs. One of them held Furukawa Takeo firmly. 

When his skills were over, Furukawa wanted to run away, but found that his hands were tied and 

completely unable to move. 

 

“Damn, badge.” Takeshi Furukawa lost his stubbornness, untied his face and untied the cobwebs. He 

was about to run away, but heard a scream from his head, Lawrence jumped open with six long legs and 

hugged him firmly . 

 

“Oh dear friend, it hurts when you fell on me just now, it’s time for me to let you taste it.” Lawrence’s 

head showed a disgusting expression, while six arms clasped Furukawa, the tail suddenly appeared. A 

steel needle was inserted into the leg of Takeshi Furukawa just like this. 

 



“25982000” (30x critical strike) 

 

Furukawa’s blood was instantly lost by two thirds, leaving only the last 10 million points of blood. He 

was furious and turned back to grab Lawrence’s head, but was lightly avoided by Lawrence , Jumped to 

the cobweb and disappeared. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1506 - Wonderful combo battle 

  

Furukawa panicked, and hurried to the location where Lawrence disappeared to catch, but no one was 

caught. 

 

“Damn it, come out.” Furukawa Takeshi looked around nervously. 

 

Lawrence hid in the distance and sneered. He had already figured out Furukawa’s style of play. Is it a 

close-up fall? 

 

“Burst Spider” 

 

Although Lawrence did not want to use this skill, he still used it. In the invisible form, he suddenly spit 

out one or four small spiders and rushed towards Furukawa Takeshi. 

 

At first glance, Furukawa Takeshi saw that these little spiders had a problem, and they dared not release 

the skills close to each other and blasted them one by one. Soon, all 4 little spiders died. All used up. 

 

He wanted to add blood, and there was only a 1.5 second blood addition skill. He didn’t dare to use it. 

Once he used it, Lawrence must come up to attack. He wasn’t sure if he could catch stealth Lawrence. If 

he didn’t, he would Just lost. 

 



Another skill that is full of blood instantly is officially banned. In this kind of competition, for fairness, 

neither side can have this too buggy skill. 

 

Now Furukawa can only stand still and wait, relying on his countless trainings, using his voice and that 

subtle movement sound to determine where the other party is. 

 

Lawrence is not in a hurry. He is a slow-paced player. He is not afraid that the opponent will spend time 

with him. No one is more patient than him. 

 

1 minute 

 

2 minutes 

 

… 

 

5 minutes 

 

Furukawa took his place, and the cold sweat on his forehead kept flowing down. Lawrence saw the 

sweat flowing to his ear hole. He knew that the opportunity had come. 

 

“Devil’s Sting” 

 

On the right side of Furukawa Takeshi, the side where the ears flooded, Lawrence suddenly appeared, 

and a dark green thorn spewed out of his mouth. Just while piercing his head, he took away more than 

1,000 Furukawa Takeshi. Thousands of health. 

 

System prompt: Lawrence wins the game! 

 

Lawrence sneered from spider form back to human form, waving proudly around him. 

 

In the live room. 



 

Dubin said with admiration: “It is indeed the second in the world in the last term, and it is still very 

powerful.” 

 

San Youwei’s face was expressionless, saying: “The profession he uses is too much to look at directly, 

and Furukawa Takeshi can’t adapt for a while.” 

 

Dubin said with a smile: “Someone should be able to adapt to this. Such a big spider’s head suddenly 

appears in front of you, giving people the feeling of being in a horror movie scene.” 

 

Sanyoumen nodded. 

 

Takeshi Furukawa in the game also nodded, and scolded the team behind the scenes: “What a grandson 

is playing this way, it’s so disgusting, I’ve been disgusted by him.” 

 

“Catch him, don’t care what he looks like, catch whatever you can, and fall when you catch it,” said the 

coach behind the scenes. 

 

Furukawa scolded: “I’m afraid that a slump will knock out his intestines and blood. It’s green, I’m 

stunned, and I’m sick.” 

 

The coach behind the scene was speechless, saying, “Are you stupid? This is the game. Even if you use a 

50-ton hammer to chisel him, he will be hit and fly, not a real spider.” 

 

Furukawa blinked, and patted his head, saying, “I forgot it, as the real world, sorry everyone, I was 

scared of spiders since I was young, this time I know how to fight.” 

 

Behind the scenes the coach and the players were relieved. 

 

“Have a good fight, Lawrence can’t beat you.” The coach said behind the scenes. 

 



Furukawa nodded and returned to the field. The reason why he was sweating just now was not because 

he couldn’t hear it, but because he was anxious. When he thought of holding a spider, he fell out of his 

intestine. A big spider must not make him all green juice. He feels sick, and thinks about it, and then 

becomes sick and anxious, which gives Lawrence a chance. 

 

He saw the system prompts, and he took the initiative to stand on the light spot, and said to Lawrence 

who came by with a kind smile, “It is indeed the second in the last session, and it really has the strength. 

I have just been taught.” 

 

Lawrence sneered and said, “Boy, I am not afraid to tell you that this is not my only special form. I have 

prepared several forms to fight with Lu Yang. This is just one of them. I hope you can break my form. I 

It’s also easier for the losers to advance. “ 

 

Furukawa Takeshi smiled and said, “Please advise.” 

 

System prompt: match starts 

 

“Dedication” 

 

Furukawa Takeuchi released a holy light, all of which were within 10 meters with the flame effect of holy 

light. Then, he walked towards Lawrence. 

 

The way he cracked Lawrence was to use the flame of light under each of his nets. His team has 

analyzed it. Lawrence is only invisible when he is online. Once he leaves the net, he will immediately 

show up. Now Lawrence starts on the ground. None of his nets are connected. He dare to jump and will 

show up. If he climbs such a net and a net, his landing will be revealed by his attack. 

 

“Don’t think that my net is only placed on the ground, and it’s okay in the sky.” Lawrence ran to the 

corner of the map, vomited a few more, and connected the arena wall and the opposite side with three 

large nets, and he got in. 

 

Furukawa took a sudden eyebrow, and he knew that the interval between Lawrence’s spitting of the net 

was 30 seconds, as long as he caught him within 30 seconds. Now it is just the beginning. The other 

party dares to hide in the net like this, which is to death. 



 

“jump” 

 

Furukawa suddenly jumped to the net on the wall, but Lawrence did not respond, thinking that 

Furukawa was anxious, and spit out a steel needle at Lawrence. 

 

“Invincible” 

 

Furukawa was hit by a steel needle. He lost more than 20 million HP but did not have a paralysis effect 

because he was invincible. He felt an attack behind him and turned around to grab the steel needle that 

was spit out of Lawrence’s mouth. 

 

“Angry Skills-Broken Jade Casting” 

 

Furukawa Takeshi’s anger value stayed in this game. After being beaten so many times, his anger value 

was full. An inviolable rule appeared in Furukawa Takeshi’s hand, he held it with both hands. Lawrence 

fell madly to the left. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Lawrence’s spider-shaped back shell was dropped to the ground, and then Furukawa took hold of 

Lawrence and fell to the right. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Like a ball, Lawrence was beaten back and forth by Furukawa Takeshi, and he stopped after six full falls, 

and was thrown in the middle of the field by Furukawa Takeshi. 

 

Just when Lawrence thought that this attack was over, it was unexpected that Furukawa suddenly 

rushed in front of Lawrence, and at the moment he got up, his hands shone violently again. 

 



“Rage Skills-Bliss Hell” 

 

Furukawa took a heavy hit on Lawrence’s body that fell to the ground. He grabbed Lawrence’s two arms 

with both hands and quickly rolled forward. Each time he rolled, Lawrence would lose five million blood, 

and rolled four consecutive times. Lawrence’s blood The amount was destroyed by another 20 million. 

 

Furukawa Wu stood up, and in front of Lawrence, for the third time, his hands shone violently. 

 

“Angry Skills-Heaven and Earth Counter” 

 

Furukawa grabbed Lawrence’s shoulder and fell first, but instead of letting go, he turned around and hit 

the wall not far away. 

 

Immediately afterwards, Furukawa ran to the landing position of Lawrence. Before he landed, an 

uppercut lifted him in place and rolled over in place, just like a good point, when Lawrence landed, he 

caught it. His spider’s hind feet. 

 

Rolling forward and slamming coupled with a back fall, on the premise that Takeshi Furukawa suffered 

only one attack, Lawrence’s third game was dead on the spot! 

 

System prompt: Furukawa Takeshi wins the third game! 

 

Takeshi Furukawa wins and enters the winner group! 

 

The audience boiled instantly, and no one expected that Furukawa Takeu could have beaten Lawrence a 

little bit, which made everyone crazy, and Furukawa Taken was too ornamental. 

 

“This is a feast, not only technical, but also conscious. I just watched it. Lawrence has been trying to 

escape, but every time his conscious response is not Furukawa Takeuchi, so every time It was caught by 

Furukawa, and it was suppressed by the audience. “Dubin shouted excitedly. 

 



The cheering of the audience was even better. On the court, Furukawa did not have much expression. 

He looked at Lawrence, who turned back into a humanoid, and asked, “Why don’t you fight against me.” 

 

Lawrence looked at Furukawa and smiled, and said, “Your kid is too weird. I have a hole card to beat 

you, but I can’t use it. I’ll go to the loser. I hope you can keep going. We are here. We will meet again 

after the top 100, and I will tell you what my hole cards are. Unfortunately, this tournament is changing 

very fast. The tricks I used to play Lu Yang will be exposed first. “ 

 

Furukawa watched Lawrence disappear, thought about it, and then shook his head. He was not sure 

about the authenticity of Lawrence’s words, but he knew he had won. Facing the cheers of the 

audience, he shouted and went to Luyang’s private room. At the time, he deliberately waved his hand 

provocatively at Landing Yang. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “This boy.” 

 

“He’s really looking for crickets,” Bai Lang said unhappyly. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I hope he can go farther, otherwise, he met me early, he is better to learn Lawrence to 

lose to the losers.” 

 

He is also a master of melee wrestling He knows more about killing skills than Furukawa. Even in the 

game, there are so many wrestling masters he has seen in the last life. Furukawa is just one of them. 

What’s more, he has also played against the strongest, and his record is only five or five. 

 

Furukawa Takeshi is still far from the strongest. Playing Luyang against him has absolutely no hope of 

winning! 

 

“Ding” 

 

A reminder sounded, Lu Yang opened it, it was the email of the mailbox, and the person who sent the 

email was the NPC—The Devil King Suhabi, Lu Yang smiled and shook his head. If it wasn’t for him, he 

knew Suhabi was an NPC. He really thought he was a real person. 

 



Lu Yang said, “Keep watching, I have something.” 

 

He flew back to the corner demon realm, at this time, the secret realm has been opened to the outside 

world, many people have launched attacks on him, but this attack has a rule, after a player attacked, he 

hit, and will not be attacked for a day If you do not hit it, you will not be attacked for eight hours, and 

you will not be attacked after 10 pm China time. 

 

In other words, only two people in his secret situation can attack each day, as long as they are blocked, 

they will win. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1507 - Goddess in black 

  

Lu Yang came to the upper left corner of the secret realm, and Suhabi had taken people to clean up the 

mobs around the Lord of the Winter, only to kill the Lord of the Winter. 

 

“Brother, I saw your fight in the video. It is indeed my brother, and he played beautifully.” Suha Baha 

said with a laugh. 

 

Lu Yang punched him in the chest and said, “Of course, I’m the first in the world for three sessions. How 

can they be my opponents and what am I looking for?” 

 

Suhabi pointed to a merchant not far from the Lord of the Winter, and said, “Here is a homeless 

merchant. Some items are for sale.” 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes brightened, and he quickly looked in the direction of Suhabi’s finger. Sure enough, there 

was a tattered demon businessman standing under a big tree carrying a bag. 

 



Wandering merchants are a good thing in the game settings. They not only sell rare skill books, high-

level dark gold equipment, special items, but also may sell artifacts, depending on how lucky the players 

are. 

 

In this game, a homeless businessman is one of the most important opportunities that can change his 

life. A player may not meet a homeless businessman once in his life. This time he was met, it really made 

him feel too lucky. 

 

Lu Yang came to the homeless merchant and said respectfully, “Hello great merchant, may I see what 

you sell?” 

 

“Of course.” The wandering businessman is a middle-aged demon. He opened the purchase frame to Lu 

Yang with a smile, and a flash of light flashed. 16 items appeared in front of Lu Yang, all of which were 

skill books. 

 

Skill books: “Dragon Slash”, “Storm Slash”, “Bright Light Film”, “Orange Light Spirits” 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t help but made a sound, most of them had nothing to do with him. Only these four 

were able to bring him a single mixed spell. He bought these four skill books. 

 

For a time, Lu Yang was a little depressed, and finally encountered a stray businessman who only sold 

this kind of thing. He returned to Suhabi, controlled the wild ancient alien attacks, killed the lord of the 

winter, and got a soul crying tailor drawing. 

 

Taking advantage of the loose time, he ran to the copy and continued to catch the boss, and he didn’t 

return until the afternoon match, but the battle was easy and he won it within a few clicks. 

 

After playing for three days like this, until the morning of the fourth day, after Lu Yang defeated his 

opponent, he wanted to take a break and came to the private room to continue watching the game. 

 

“Are there any bright people?” Lu Yang asked. 

 



Lan Yu did not participate in the game, she told Lu Yang: “There is a female player named Heisha, who is 

very strong.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “I know this woman, Alice’s men were pitted by me once and snatched his 

silver clock.” 

 

Lan Yu covered her mouth and laughed, “You even bully a little girl.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t underestimate this woman. She is going to shine in this competition. It depends on 

when she met me. If he meets me outside the 10,000 people list, she will be out of luck. After entering 

the list of people, her status will not be weaker than your sister Yu Wei. “ 

 

“So powerful?” The White Lion asked. 

 

“It’s her game again,” said the lovely queen. “The host just announced it, Room 81.” 

 

“Let’s take a look.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The white lion switched the scene to room 81. The scene was zoomed in. A woman 1.7 meters tall with 

long black hair dressed in a black tights showed the perfect elegance of the figure. There was a layer on 

the outside. Tulle, with a hint of hazyness and mystery. 

 

There was also a black veil on her face, covering her nose and revealing only two big eyes. 

 

Seeing this scene, Lu Yang couldn’t help thinking of the last life, when the black veil entered the final 

ten, still wearing the black veil, and his face was half covered with veil. , Photos and videos spread wildly 

in various media, but she just did not show the lower half of her face, so that everyone on the Internet 

asked her to remove the veil. 

 

The black veil has not been removed. When the competition was over and she took the stage to receive 

the award, she took off the veil. In a short time, her prosperous beauty made a worldwide sensation. 

This is a mixed face of Italy and Spain. Her ancestor still had Some North African and Southern European 



ancestry, so that her appearance can be recognized anywhere in the world, she became the third place 

in the global beauty list. 

 

Heisha immediately announced the formation of a guild, and global players rushed towards it. At that 

time, Lu Yang thought it was true. Now I know that there were players who wanted to follow her at that 

time, but more scattered people behind the scenes such as Alice and He Peng. group. 

 

Lu Yang conjectured that it was time to set up a guild when the black yarn contest ended. The men 

should also be He Peng. Mainly, a group of elite players after the contest will join them. 

 

“It was against the last master who was shocked to play against him. Sure enough, there was something 

to watch for,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Before Jinghong Guoying was a one-step ascendant, after a one-step ascent to prison, a group of 

masters such as Jinghong Guoying ran out of sight. I didn’t expect to come out at this time, it is 

estimated that I want to get a place and find a good family. 

 

Lu Yang looked inside. 

 

Jinghong Guoying looked at the black veil in front of him excitedly, put his dagger across his chest, and 

said provocatively, “beauty, don’t blame me for being too hard.” 

 

Heisha laughed sarcastically and said, “Junk is also qualified to say such things.” 

 

“You dare scold me.” Jinghong had been angry. 

 

“Aren’t you just rubbish?” Black yarn turned to the side, and her right hand was raised in the wide gauze 

to flatten her shoulders. The dagger became a glove, a glove made of silver sand, which shone in the 

light. Extraordinarily beautiful. 

 

System prompt: battle begins 

 



“You will regret speaking this sentence.” Jinghong Guoying rushed into the void instantly. He is a time 

and space thief of the madman blood. His voice came out of the void and said: “I will do it little by little 

Torture you to death. “ 

 

“Huh.” Hei Su suddenly stared at a position 2 meters away from her side, and a phantom identical to her 

dress flew out of her body and appeared 2 meters away, as if she had gone to the place herself, raised a 

palm pressure Toward the void position. 

 

“Shadow pressure” 

 

A loud noise made the audience stunned that Jinghong Guoying was hit by the black gauze from the void 

and hit the ground with his big head down. 

 

Jinghong Guoying looked up in horror and looked at the black veil in disbelief. He jumped into the void 

again with an invisible jump. 

 

“How did you know that I was there?” Jing Hong’s voice came from a distance, and the voice was 

frightened. 

 

With a sneer on Heisa’s face, he looked at the hidden place of Jinghong Guoying and said, “Do you 

guess?” 

 

“You can see me?” Jinghong Guoying’s eyes from Heixao looked at his location in an unprecedented 

fear. 

 

“Shadow pressure” 

 

A black body emerged from her body again, appearing 3 meters away from her left side, and her palm 

split vertically, just as before. 

 

With a bang, Jinghong Guoying was beaten out again. This time, Jinghong Guoying had no stealth skills. 

He was beaten into the void twice and he was completely dozed out. . 

 



“Shadow Wreath” 

 

Heisha’s body suddenly disappeared in situ, and her shadow turned into a real person. A black light 

came out of her body to entangle the rising horror who had stood up, and she used her hands to act like 

a dragon and gossip palm. Quickly beat 8 times in Jinghong Guoying within 2 seconds. 

 

“badge” 

 

Jinghong Guoying was stunned by the black gauze’s attack method. He has never seen such a profession. 

The body and the shadow are interchangeable, and the attack power is so powerful. Eight consecutive 

attacks have killed him more than 8 million. Life. 

 

He quickly ran towards the side of Heisha, facing towards being able to approach me and Jinghong’s 

shadow with his body, but he just ran to the side, but the black yarn was not afraid. Surgery. 

 

Jinghong Guoying’s left-handed dagger stabbed his head, black yarn separated his right hand, Jinghong 

Guoying’s right-handed dagger stabbed his abdomen, and Heiya’s left hand swung open easily. 

 

Each time the block is successful, the attacker will generate a slight attack pause, which is a pause of less 

than 0.2 seconds. The hands of the black gauze will hit the face, neck, heart, and abdomen like a ghost in 

a row , The attack produced a knockback effect, Jinghong Guoying was beaten again and again to 

escape, but he wanted to block but could not keep up with the opponent’s hand speed, do not know 

where the opponent hit. 

 

After searching continuously, Jinghong had only the ability to act. After he was frightened and wanted to 

run away, Heisha’s right hand suddenly emitted a light. 

 

“Rage Skills-Wish God” 

 

She punched Jinghong Guoying’s abdomen with a red star burst from Jinghong Guoying, flying him 15 

meters away. 

 

“Shadow pressure” 



 

After Jinghong rolled over, he stood up and was about to run away, but saw a figure appearing in front 

of him, and a vertical split on the door, hitting his head down to the ground. 

 

“Damn, I killed you.” Jinghong was anxious, his body suddenly turned into five phantoms, and rushed 

towards the black gauze from five directions, and he turned on the magic avoidance mode. 

 

“I did this to kill Lu Yang, and you died as you stared.” Jinghong laughed arrogantly The five phantoms 

can be attacked, but the body is 100% killed, and the only clone is 30% effect, combined, the damage 

per attack is 220%, accompanied by other skill damage, each attack can deal 1000% of the damage, is 

Jing Hong Guoying proud of the attack. 

 

Originally, he thought of meeting Lu Yang in the finals, and used this trick to suddenly attack Lu Yang, 

but he did not expect to use it in the group stage. 

 

“This is your trick, then you can die.” Black Gauze’s eyes showed a trace of murderous power, looking at 

the second phantom on the left. 

 

“Shadow pressure” 

 

The black veil appeared in front of the other person in an instant, still splitting his palm with a slap, and 

the body of Jinghong’s shadow was beaten to the ground. When he stood up in horror, the body of the 

black veil appeared. 

 

“Angry Skills-Hundred Palm Slash” 

 

With black hands dancing, within three seconds, twenty phantom palms had smashed into a panic, and 

he was already bleeding, and fell to the ground completely. 

 

System prompt: Black yarn wins the game! 

 

  



  

  

 

Chapter 1508 - Bloodline Master 1 

  

In the private room. 

 

Xia Yuwei asked curiously, “How did this girl in black do it?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Ears.” 

 

“Ears?” The White Lion was startled and asked, “Do you mean what he heard?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Some people in this world have organs different from ordinary people. This 

black veil belongs to this category. If I guess correctly, his ear hearing is far beyond ordinary people. He 

can hear each other through his voice. The position of Jing Hong’s two nonsense starts, was determined 

by the black gauze girl, which was determined by her voice. “ 

 

“There are such strange people, how powerful these ears are.” Said bitterly unbelievably. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Look at it, Jinghong Guoying will have to die so badly in the next game. He definitely 

doesn’t have many opponents to defeat him by ear. Of course, Jinghong Guoying is also inferior to black 

based on strength. Saree, Jinghong Guoying has no idea what the other’s skills are about. “ 

 

The crowd looked towards the arena. 

 

The second game started quickly, but Jinghong Guoying did not guess that Heisha heard his position, 

and he was as shattered as before, and was eventually killed by Jinghong Guoying’s repeated strokes. 

 

The roar sounded in the live room. 

 



“Pretty, black veil won beautifully, Jinghong Guoying was the top thief master in the last offline 

competition. She had a strong battle with Lu Yang. She couldn’t hold on for 3 minutes under her hands. 

This year’s game was really exciting. “The Italian host shouted frantically. 

 

Lu Yang heard the voice of the other side of the string, which meant that the black yarn in front of him 

was killing Jinghong faster than him. In analogy, the black yarn was stronger than him. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a sneer, the black gauze was definitely better than him. Of course, he was 

not easy to kill the black gauze. If he reacted slowly, he might fail. 

 

“I go out and walk around. Every day, a group of people say in various ways that they can beat me. I’m 

tired of it and go out to play.” Lu Yang waved and walked out with Lan Yu. 

 

He has n’t had a good rest with Lan Yu for a long time. There ’s no way. It ’s been too busy lately. All 

kinds of hostile forces inside and outside are trying to kill him. He does n’t sleep more than 6 hours a 

day, even if he lies down. I was wondering if the enemy was infiltrated, and I couldn’t sleep well in my 

dreams. 

 

Lan Yu can not do much for Lu Yang, just a simple guardian, cook for him, cook, clean up the room and 

give him some spiritual comfort. 

 

Lu Yang feels happiest like this. Whenever he returns home, he can eat the hot meal made by his wife at 

any time. When he is tired and tired, his wife will accompany him. She does not need to help the unit, 

but she can Let Lu Yang feel relaxed. 

 

Home, it should be this taste! 

 

Previously, Lu Yang deliberately let Lan Yu fade out of the game management. He was also worried that 

Lan Yu would become a career woman in the future. The home would not look like home. Maybe Lan Yu 

could share more for him. However, Lu Yang thought he lost More than you get. 

 

“Husband, where are we going to play today?” Lan Yu asked. 

 



“Go for a walk in the Ming City of Tianyu Shencheng.” Lu Yang said apologetically: “Wait for a while now 

and take you abroad for a tour.” 

 

“Okay.” Lan Yu is not picky at all, which is rare for a girl who was born in a wealthy family. 

 

The two put on a cloak and walked to the Ming City area outside the city. At this time, the Ming City was 

too large. It was a vast area, and it took at least three days to complete a lap. 

 

Lu Yang brought Blue Feather to the potion area. There are usually some weird potions in this area. 

There are also many elixir, just like the elixir made from the refining demon bottle, but the amount of 

these elixir is very rare. Cannot form a separate area. 

 

“Come and see, experience Dan! I sell experience Dan here, a 5 million experience, it is not easy to get, 

how much upgrade time is saved after eating, come and buy.” A European player in black clothes 

shouted Road. 

 

The players around them quickly turned around and looked at this batch of elixir one after another. 

 

“How many?” A warrior player asked. 

 

“50 pieces, our studio worked hard to make so many.” European players in black stretched out five 

fingers of their left hand and said, “I’m not afraid to tell you that the cost of these 50 pieces of 

experience will cost 300 Gold coins, this time we sell them with conscience, only 330 gold coins. “ 

 

“So expensive?” Exclaimed the players around. 

 

“It’s also expensive. One is 5 million experience, 50 are more than 200 million experience. If you call it 

yourself, at least half a month, do n’t lose time if you have no money. I sell this elixir to rich people only. 

, Bosses who are willing to spend time with money, welcome. “ 

 

The surrounding players heard these words, scolded and turned away, and many people stood aside 

watching the excitement. 

 



“I don’t believe you can sell it.” 

 

“It’s strange you can sell it.” 

 

… 

 

The sellers of black clothes were not in a hurry, just sitting there as if they didn’t sell the price. 

 

Suddenly, a young Chinese girl ran out of the crowd and came to the European players in black. With big 

eyes, Shui Lingling said anxiously, “Uncle, can you sell it to me?” 

 

“Of course.” The black seller asked with a happy smile: “Are you rich?” 

 

“Yes, how much is it?” The little girl asked timidly. 

 

“Not only sell, sell 330 gold coins at a time.” The seller in black said. 

 

“It’s so expensive.” The little girl was stunned and said, “I only have 30 coins in total.” 

 

The black seller was furious and said, “Go, go, go, no money to come to me for what I do, I do not 

receive the poor.” 

 

“But my dad is going to participate in the competition. He is very inexperienced. With this experience, 

he can rise to level 170.” The girl said in a crying voice, “Good uncle, please, sell it to me. “We really 

need a place. My dad won the game and will definitely pay you back.” 

 

“Get away, don’t sell, you’re a charity, I don’t know who gave me the money.” The black seller said 

unhappyly, “How bad is this?” 

 

“But, but.” The girl pleaded, but the black seller closed her eyes and did not look. 



 

The little girl begged for a long time, but didn’t get a response, and she suddenly cried. 

 

“What kind of person, can you cultivate experience Dan, prove that you are getting rich soon, how can 

you not help the little girl.” 

 

“Yeah, holding such a treasure won’t help anyone.” 

 

“Too dark.” 

 

… 

 

The black seller was angry when he heard the words of the people around him, and scolded: “You have 

goodwill, okay, you pay him for 300 gold coins, and I sell it to her at the ex-factory price.” 

 

The people around were just watching the liveliness, and they did n’t have that much money, so they 

didn’t say a word. At this time, a fat European middleman came in, took out 330 gold coins, and said, “I 

bought it.” 

 

“You give her money?” The black seller was a little upset, but he did not expect to meet such a person. 

 

“Asshole, I use it myself.” The European fat man screamed angrily, “I said something to him.” 

 

“Oh, the villain’s wrong. I’ve left them poor ghosts. I’ll erase the odds for you, 300 gold coins. Just come 

often and come later.” The seller in black was excited to pass the experience. Gave the fat man. 

 

The fat man turned and left. 

 

The little girl wanted to catch up and pray, but the fat man didn’t care, and the two went away. 

 



Lan Yu sympathized with the little girl and said, “Brother, let’s help the child, OK.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “A lot of scammers these years, we don’t know if the child has something real or 

something fake. If it’s fake, we will be shamed.” 

 

There are a lot of deceiving people using the image of a little girl alone and helpless. It is more common 

in games. These black hands behind the scenes are very unethical, but you can’t take them out. This is 

the dark side of the game and it is a big loophole. It can be blocked one account, but the actual capture 

is very limited, the other party can change the account and continue to cheat. 

 

Lan Yu said coquettishly, “Let’s go and see.” 

 

“Okay, listen to you.” Lu Yang took Lan Yu, and the two followed the little girl and walked past. 

 

Sure enough, the little girl didn’t want to experience Dan. She cried back, but when she was about to go 

to a shop, she wiped away her tears and went to a man standing in front of the booth with a smile and 

shouted, “Dad, I came back.” 

 

The man saw the girl with a smile from his heart and said with open arms, “My baby, where have you 

been, my father is worried about death.” 

 

The girl pounced into his father’s arms and said happily, “I just went to sell something. It turned out that 

what my father gave me was so valuable. I sold 30 gold coins.” 

 

“Daughter.” The man’s eyes suddenly became wet. “That’s a game gift from your mother, how can you 

do that.” 

 

The girl pretended not to care, and said, “Why do you need money at home? Mom and Dad will make 

money in the future, and it will be fine to buy Xinxin again.” 

 

Man holding his daughter crying. 

 



The man at the stall next to him sighed and said, “Oh, it’s a good family to just let the disease go.” 

 

Lu Yang walked over and asked, “What’s going on.” 

 

The man next to the booth said: “I don’t know. This boy was originally very happy. His wife suddenly got 

seriously ill and needed a lot of money. He couldn’t get it, he could only sell things. He wanted to take a 

good name in the contest, but he The level is not 170, and the last clone cannot be summoned. It is not 

ordinary grievances to lose. “ 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised, and asked, “He is a mage with a bloodline?” 

 

“Well, it’s quite strong, but unfortunately there is no level and equipment,” the man said. 

 

Lu Yang carefully looked at the crying man. Suddenly he felt a little familiar with the man, and suddenly 

he remembered it. 

 

“Let me go. Isn’t this kid the top **** of the bloodline of the previous life? Known as the first bloodline 

player, the champion of the individual competition for two consecutive competitions. In the third 

session, the official had to weaken the bloodline of the bloodline. The disadvantage is second. “Lu Yang 

secretly said. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1509 - Sign a contract 

  

These are the things that he had left the game in the last life when he entered the jungle as a 

mercenary, so he only cared a little about it and also looked at the person ’s appearance. The reason 

why he did n’t recognize it was because when he saw it It is already the pinnacle of this man. He is 

extraordinarily handsome, but he lost his wife, raised his daughter alone, and faced the pursuit of so 

many women. He never thought of changing his heart, so he raised his daughter for several years, until 

The blood of his avatar gradually faded, and he faded out of sight. 



 

Lu Yang has a deep memory of him because of his dedication to love. He did not expect that there would 

be a chance to meet in this life. He said to the blue feathers around him, “Dear, you are really my lucky 

star, I help him.” 

 

“Hurry up and help them.” Lan Yu also had some wet eyes. 

 

Lu Yang came to the crying man and said, “This brother, I’m willing to help you.” 

 

“You help me?” The man looked up at Lu Yang and said blankly, “What do you mean?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It is fate that we can meet each other, and fate in this case. I can’t help others too much, 

but I can help with your business. Put away the booth and follow me. “ 

 

“Where?” The man asked. 

 

Lu Yang changed his camouflage coat and said with a smile, “Of course I found a place to sign a contract 

with me.” 

 

“Lu Yang?” 

 

“President of the Iron Brotherhood.” 

 

“How are you here?” 

 

“Zhenghe kid has developed.” 

 

… 

 

The sounds are endless. 



 

The man was also stunned. He looked up at Lu Yang and Lan Yu and said, “You, you, would you help 

me?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “My wife and I followed your child all the way. Your child’s director came back crying all 

the way, but when you saw you smiled, you have a good daughter.” 

 

The man looked at his daughter, his face full of guilt, and said, “I’m sorry.” 

 

“It’s okay, I didn’t cry.” Xinxin still smiled. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Sign a contract with me and become an elite player under me. I will pay your wife’s 

medical expenses first. The hospital on the East China Sea has the best doctor. I will let them cure your 

wife. I I will give you a house in Game City. The price is that you worked for me for five years, and your 

wife ’s medical treatment is deducted from your salary. “ 

 

He privately sent a message to Xinxin’s father, saying: Monthly salary of 50,000! 

 

“So much money?” Xinxin’s father said in shock. 

 

Lu Yang gestured with a snoring gesture and said with a smile: “I believe you can earn me a return of 

hundreds of times this salary, are you not confident?” 

 

“Of course I do.” The man stood up and said aggressively. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It should be early and not too late. The contract is signed. Exit the game and 

immediately send your wife here. I will give you some money first, and you must control your wife’s 

condition. 

 

He is short of money now, but he still has enough money. Soon, he was sent a thousand gold coins to 

the man’s mailbox, and at the same time Lu Yang handed the man a contract. 

 



“My name is Zhang Yuan, and I will certainly not disappoint you.” Zhang Yuan signed and said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction, took him to a place where no one was, and gave the experience Dan 

in his backpack to Zhang Yuan, saying, “Eat these experience Dan, you will get the fifth clone, and you 

can Raise the fifth avatar to level 170 in an instant. “ 

 

Zhang Yuan was dumbfounded and said, “You have so much experience, but you still have 10 million 

experience points, but why don’t you upgrade and use the 169 level to hit the arena.” 

 

Suddenly, Zhang Yuan reacted and said excitedly, “You are showing weakness and cheating the enemy.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I’m too eye-catching. Everyone wants to defeat me. If I fight against everyone 

on this way, it’s too wasteful. It’s not worth it. It’s better to show weakness, how many things are saved, 

how many people are now They look down on me, thinking that I can beat them at will. “ 

 

“Haha.” Zhang Yuan laughed and said, “Awesome, too awesome.” 

 

Zhang Xin nodded a little head and said, “It is indeed a master I admire. It is powerful and powerful.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, and Lan Yu rubbed Zhang Xin’s small head in her arms and said, “Little guy, really 

smart.” 

 

“Hum, of course.” Zhang Xin said proudly, “I am also a master.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “This thing Xinxin must keep secret. Don’t say it.” 

 

He is no longer ready to hide his strength, the enemy is getting stronger and stronger, he may upgrade 

to level 170 at any time, and change to a level 170 dark gold suit to participate in the battle, so this is no 

secret. 

 

“I must keep it secret and no one will tell.” Xinxin said, covering her mouth. 

 



Lu Yang said with a smile: “Let’s go offline, tomorrow morning, I will teach you how to use the bloodline. 

It is good for you to play against me in a few rounds. It is good for you to enter the loser group, and you 

can meet a lot of strong players. The enemy, while playing against the players in the loser group, can 

also become familiar with the more use of the bloodline of the clone. “ 

 

All the playing methods of the blood of the avatar he used are all developed by Zhang Yuan and reborn. 

He just taught Zhang Yuan once again the teaching videos that Zhang Yuan once posted on the Internet. 

Human feelings. 

 

“Thank you, I will come tomorrow morning.” Zhang Yuan did not pretend, and quit the game in place, 

and took his daughter to find his wife. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Lan Yu and said, “Done a good deed, let’s continue shopping.” 

 

“Um.” Lan Yu nodded. 

 

Lu Yang took Lan Yu and walked away. Unfortunately, Lu Yang could not accompany Lan Yu for too long. 

Two-thirds of the experience was given to Zhang Yuan. His hands were not enough to make him all five. 

Raised to level 170, no problem, he has to go back to catch the blood ghost spider boss, there are two 

avatars to fight the battlefield, one avatar to catch fish, one avatar to control the wild and strange 

monsters. 

 

… 

 

He was busy until the next morning. He participated in a winner’s match. The opponent was a 160-level 

player. After being easily defeated by him, he came to the place agreed with Zhang Yuan—the arena ~ 

Zhang Yuan arrived in the East China Sea last night. His wife was taken to the hospital. Lu Yang asked Tu 

Feng to find a place for Zhang Yuan and arranged for their father and son. 

 

Zhang Yuan faced Lu Yang with gratitude and gratitude. Lu Yang told Zhang Yuan not to say so. It is not 

his sin but a fate that a master has become so downcast. Once this time has passed, the hero is still a 

hero. 

 

“Boss, I’m ready.” Zhang Yuan said with a smile. 



 

Last night, Lu Yang not only gave him experience Dan, but today someone was given 5 sets of 170 dark 

gold suits. He felt that his strength had reached the limit. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “How do you want to challenge me?” 

 

“Of course.” Zhang Yuan said eagerly. 

 

“We enter the arena.” Lu Yang smiled and opened the arena training ground. 

 

The light flashed and the two went in together. This training ground was a vast plain with no buildings or 

trees around it. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1510 - The role of top masters 

  

Lu Yang said, “Show your avatar.” 

 

Zhang Yuan nodded his head, the light flashed on both sides of the body, and four avatars appeared at 

the same time. Unlike Lu Yang, Zhang Yuan’s body was Master Lei and his avatar was Fire. 

 

“What game are you using now?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Zhang Yuan said: “Fight the speed of consciousness response, five bodies control together, and attack 

the enemy from all directions.” 

 



This is a high-end game, which is extremely brain-burning. The opponent has to attack five people at the 

same time, and each body reacts as fast as one body. 

 

“How did you lose the last time? With this style of play, even 4 physical opponents will have a hard time 

hitting you.” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Zhang Yuan scratched his head and said, “Before I was not equipped with a level 170, I encountered a 

170-level opponent, and the equipment was not as good as the other. The opposite side was Italy’s top 

ten master. I beat him with a full attack in the first round. The conscious response of the second game 

could not keep up, and even the latter two games lost. “ 

 

The consequence of this brain-burning game is that the consciousness is overloaded. It is very likely that 

the game will be overloaded, and the next game will not be played. The consciousness connection is not 

enough, and the helmet is kicked out of the game. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Do you think you can solve this problem with another clone after changing the 

equipment?” 

 

“It is okay for ordinary players, but I still feel inadequate for your words.” Zhang Yuan was worried. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It’s not enough. Let’s play one game first. Let me see how you play.” 

 

Lu Yang summoned his four avatars. 

 

“OK.” Zhang Yuan said. 

 

The two immediately put on a stance, the cloned bloodline test the ability of a player to multi-line 

operation, the play is also very beautiful, if the two sides of the battle are equal, the more they can 

improve their level. 

 

Lu Yang adjusted the level and equipment of the two, both the 170 level and the 170 dark gold set. 

 



System prompt: duel countdown 

 

5 

 

4 

 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

 

Start! 

 

“Boss, I’m on.” Zhang Yuan said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded. 

 

“flash” 

 

Master Lei’s body suddenly drew close to the side of Lu Yang’s water mage. Just as he was about to 

release a thunder to fly Lu Yang’s five bodies, Lu Yang’s water mage suddenly sprayed a huge wave all 

over his body. 

 

“Running” 

 

Zhang Yuan’s Master Lei body was instantly blown out 10 meters away, and landed in front of the Fire 

Master Lu Yang turned around. 

 

“Flame Shock” 



 

“Yan Yang Suo” 

 

“Blazing Bird” 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

“Meteorite Impact” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang used a series of strokes to kill Zhang Yuan’s Thunder Master in place. Zhang Yuan’s 

thunderstorm did not have a chance to be released. 

 

“Boss, how did you do that?” Zhang Yuan asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Have you seen my stand? The Pentacle stand.” 

 

The five bodies stand in the shape of a star, two of which are looking outwards and three are looking 

inward. Such a position seems simple, but it contains the experience summarized by the ancestors of 

countless players. 

 

“My perspective has no dead ends, and I only need to look at three bodies, or even two bodies, to see 

most of the surrounding corners clearly, and I can trick you into attacking. Although this has a gambling 

component, no matter where you go I can see that if you dare to get close, it is just the end. If you do n’t 

get close, my five bodies can quickly attack. “ 

 

Zhang Yuan tried it and said, “It really saved a lot of brainpower.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “As for the offense, I understand your style of play. You still want the offensive routine that 

is based on the main body and supplemented by the avatar. This style of play is correct, but when 

standing, you must form a double-team against your opponent. You will attack later. If you are crowded, 



don’t be afraid to drag your time. Cover your opponent first and let your opponent be under all your 

eyes. You have to see through the audience with two bodies. As for standing, I will teach you. “ 

 

What is the most terrible blood of the avatars, no matter how you hide, I can see your position. In this 

way, in the arena with a diameter of 100 meters, my three avatars can attack you at will, but you did not 

escape. The place. 

 

“What if you encounter a stealth profession?” Zhang Yuan asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “When encountering a stealth career, do n’t be afraid to waste blue on the five bodies. 

Spread out his skills and force him to fight you. Once the opponent opens the magic to avoid attacking 

you, you must do everything possible to hold on. The opponent’s combo attack, as long as it persists, the 

thief is dead. “ 

 

The map is so big. Five occupations with avatar bloodspans are searched with a range attack. Although it 

takes some effort, it is still no problem to find a stealth occupation. 

 

Stealthy occupations such as thieves only erupt in an instant, and if you can persist, you can win the 

battle. Now it is very easy to persist. Antiques, bloodlines, and equipment and accessories can make it 

easy for players. 

 

Zhang Yuan nodded and said, “I try.” 

 

Lu Yang started the fight again, and played with Zhang Yuan for more than ten consecutive games, and 

then Zhang Yuan entered the state of understanding. Lu Yang didn’t say anything to Zhang Yuan, leaving 

him in the arena and playing the next game alone. Already. 

 

The battle was still easy, and he easily won it. When he returned to the private room, he loved for a long 

time and asked, “Boss, I heard that you have received a new master of the bloodline, it’s really fake, it’s 

all spread.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Of course it is true. It is indeed a top-level expert. If I single out in the future, 

I will open it with him.” 

 



“Slumped.” Zhuo Jiu and the White Lion were startled by Lu Yang’s words. 

 

“Not to be the boss,” bitter love half-life scratched his head and said, “this man is so strong?” 

 

Lu Yang laughed in his heart. When Zhang Yuan was the strongest in the last life, the five avatars walked 

on the map together. No one dared to attack, and even a team of hundreds of people dared not hit him. 

 

Now Zhang Yuan hasn’t learned mixed skills yet, when he has mixed skills Lu Yang is ready to let him 

lead a team into the opponent’s area to attack their masters. 

 

In the future, the battles in the game will become more and more brutal, there will be more and more 

flying professions, and the blood of time-breaking magicians will be more and more. When the town 

teleport cannot be used, players will be the only way to transport supplies. 

 

Once an elite team composed of such top players ambush, they will surely be able to capture the 

enemy’s supplies, and then sneak in the camp at night, which will cause a lot of trouble to the enemy. 

 

A small squad may not be heavy, but dozens of squads can act at the same time. In the previous life, 

there was such a classic game. The sneak attack of the rear for several days in a row, only a few hundred 

people, even forced the opponent to send ten main troops. Look for. 

 

There are ten main legions missing on the battlefield, and it is clear to everyone how much this can 

change the outcome of a battle. 

 

“I will not give this person to you. You still have to be prepared. After a while, I will draw a group of 

people from your hands to form a special combat team. After entering the enemy, they will be led by a 

top master like Zhang Yuan. “Said Lu Yang. 

 

“I see.” People like bitter love for half a life and Zhuo Jiu realized instantly. 

 

Chapter 1511 - 8 Fierce Appearances 

  



White Lion suddenly said, “Boss, if you are looking for such a master, I have eight people who would like 

to recommend it to you.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Tell me about it.” 

 

The white lion froze and said, “A total of eight people are using two-handed swords. 

 

Lu Yang nodded. Recently, these eight people broke into a big name because they killed the boss of the 

original guild, ran away all the way, and were hunted down but scored hundreds of enemies. For a 

while, his reputation became loud. 

 

The most interesting thing is that these people are not because they have resentment against the boss, 

but simply do not want to be restrained. Many guild bosses have valued their strength. Previously, they 

killed 170 elites, not more than 160. Ordinary players, but they just don’t agree. 

 

“It’s just eight people.” The bitter love shook his head for a long time and said, “I can’t do it.” 

 

“I couldn’t recruit them either,” said the White Lion. “The eight people are too taunting and unwilling to 

accept restraints.” 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “The players recruited before the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood have always been based 

on loyalty, responsibility, responsibility and ability. The eight of them only meet the last item, even if we 

add them to the guild, I am afraid it will cause trouble. “ 

 

The White Lion said: “They may be mutiny at any time. This is the taboo of all guilds. I didn’t dare to tell 

the boss before, but if I let them do the work behind enemy lines, I think it would be more suitable.” 

 

“I need to meet a few of them,” Lu Yang said. 

 

He loved half a life, smiled and said, “Boss, you don’t need to be so troublesome. Your next opponent is 

out, the fierce boss-Naif.” 

 



Lu Yang laughed really, and said, “I’ll go and see.” 

 

And at night, his last game started, and now he has entered the main stage. The loser will be eliminated 

immediately. Even if Lu Yang loses, it is also the fate of elimination. Therefore, he did not dare to entrust 

it to the body. The level has been increased to 170, and the 170-level dark gold suit prepared by his 

men-the Antora War Conference Set. 

 

The Antora War Conference suit is divided into a regular eight-piece suit and a six-piece jewelry set, plus 

a two-handed wand and a cloak. He replaced the legendary one with a total attribute of 640 thousand 

defense and 1.18 million magic resistance. , 3.09 million French injuries, 8.96 million Qi and blood. 

 

Each of his avatars has four kinds of accessories, namely silver clocks, bronze armors and two bronze 

blood monuments, adding an extra 400,000 points of blood. 

 

Counting wearing special items such as emperor jade and phoenix seal of blood of the god, Lu Yang’s 

total blood volume is 9.36 million, and the damage of the law is about 3.2 million, because he has 

learned the four levels of training, and has both attack and defense. Increases damage and damage 

reduction by 40%. 

 

The light flashed, and Lu Yang entered the playing field. Opposite him, a very fierce-looking Europe, with 

a bald head and a scar on his left face, a height of one meter and ninety-five, and muscles all over his 

body. Although wearing armor, his arms The muscles on it can tell that he is a fitness madman. 

 

“You are Lu Yang?” Naif looked at Lu Yang with a slight disdain in his eyes with a big knife. 

 

Lu Yang held his arms and looked at Naif. “You’re a bit interesting. How about joining me?” 

 

“Join you?” Neff laughed wildly, clutching his chest. Both rows of big teeth were exposed, and he could 

see the upper teeth bed. He landed with his left finger and said, “Another one persuaded me to join the 

guild, but why should I? Want to join you? “ 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “You can’t beat me even a drop of blood.” 

 



“You dare to insult me.” Naif pointed at Lu Yang with a big knife in his right hand and said, “No one 

dares to be so arrogant in front of me.” 

 

Lu Yang still held his chest in both hands and said, “This is an arena. If you change a dagger with an 

attack speed of 0.7 seconds, you may hurt me, but if you only use this two-handed sword, you will 

definitely not hurt me. . “ 

 

System prompt: countdown to game entry 

 

5 

 

4 

 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

 

The battle begins! 

 

“Yeah, I always heard that you are the champion of the three competitions. Let me see your strength 

today, do you have this qualification?” Neff gave a scornful look at Lu Yang, holding a big knife and 

yelling at Landing Yang. Rushed over. 

 

Lu Yang looked at his steps and his eyes brightened. This grandson was awkward. He didn’t charge over, 

but ran over like this. This proves that he is not a brainless stupid. Knowing that charging is not effective 

for top players like him, deliberately This approached running. 

 

So far, no one knows what his bloodline is. All his statistics are in frontal battles to defeat his opponents. 

He didn’t use too many skills, but just fight consciousness. Lu Yang suspected that the boy was stubborn, 

and he took a closer look and zoomed in. Tricked himself. 



 

Unfortunately, this person really lacks understanding of his top masters. Only the people who have 

actually fought with him in the three games know how fast he is. If you only look at it from the video, 

you can’t understand it far. Seeing the actual speed is much faster, so he has this confidence to dodge 

every attack on Naif closely. 

 

Lu Yang was standing still, holding his chest in his hands and not moving. 

 

30 meters 

 

20 meters 

 

10 m 

 

… 

 

The distance between the two is getting closer and closer, and the expression on Neff’s face gradually 

changes from anger to dignity. He is not a fool, and can take seven brothers dozens of times to escape 

from hundreds of elite ambushes. His IQ is very high. 

 

In the case of other people, when facing a close running charge like this, he must mess up his feet, or 

use control skills to attack, or dodge, but no matter what the situation is, as long as the opponent dares 

to move first, he can use his special Bloodline’s unique skill-countermeasures. 

 

The blood of the Sacred Temple and the fierce battle of the Sacred Temple can only take a two-handed 

sword. Although he lacks half the attack power than other melee professions, he has the defensive 

capabilities that other professions do not have. He knows how to count Counter-attack skills, such as the 

group damage that reflects the enemy ’s damage and the rebound skill But now Lu Yang is standing in 

front of him like this, he ca n’t let go of a skill, but he dare not attack Now, he knows that Lu Yang’s 

consciousness is fast, especially for such close range. If he can’t hit Lu Yang, he will be killed by a set of 

Lu Yang. 

 



Of course, there is a purple lotus staff on his body to stop magic, and there are special jewelry for 5 

seconds, but he always feels impractical, but unfortunately, it is useless, he is 2 meters in front of Lu 

Yang. 

 

“Cleave” 

 

Naif slashed from top to bottom, Lu Yang smiled, he didn’t need to use the residual flames to avoid, 

simply sideways to avoid skills. 

 

“Hit close” 

 

Neff didn’t retract the knife, and the homeopathy slammed forward towards the landing Yang, and Lu 

Yang simply avoided a sideways turn. 

 

“Thunder Stomp” 

 

Naif slammed on the ground with his right foot and wanted to slow Lu Yang and cause 10,000 points of 

damage, but Lu Yang simply jumped back and avoided it. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1512 - Lu Yang collects 8 fierce 

  

Naif was a little hesitant, and he was able to escape the attackers like him. So far, Lu Yang was the only 

one. He looked at Lu Yang unconvinced and said, “I don’t believe I can’t hit you.” 

 

He approached here again, Lu Yang, two steps to the place in front of one meter, his two-meter long 

sword in his hands pierced forward. 

 



“Stabbing straight” 

 

A piece of white light shot towards Landing Yang in an instant at less than 0.3 seconds. Lu Yang suddenly 

widened his eyes and turned his body into a red light with a distance of 5 meters. 

 

Naif’s left foot was about to step forward, and when Lu Yang ran out so far, the expression on his 

stunned face quickly became very wonderful, and he said incredibly, “You, why do you want to jump 

Going this far, don’t you just jump within 3 meters of me? “ 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Are you going to follow up with a series of moves? Are you uncomfortable?” 

 

The sacred temple mad soldier’s combo skill. The stabbing straight is the initial move. After stabbing, if 

you dodge in any direction, he will quickly take a step forward to launch the next skill stabbing. With him 

as the center, countless ground spurs suddenly appeared within a range of 5 meters, stunning all targets 

within the range. 

 

Once the opponent is in a coma, he will launch the third skill Sword Whirlwind. The other **** violent 

battles are crazy rotations with hand weapons. The warrior of the Sword Temple is throwing out the 

weapons in his hand to rotate quickly. , Can also throw out a short knife, is also a whirlwind skills. 

 

With these two skills, he can kill the opponent. If he doesn’t, he can still receive four charge skills in the 

follow-up. This is the unique skill of the Sacred Temple. Other people only charge two times, and he can 

charge four times. 

 

In a short distance of a few meters, under the circumstances that his opponent was fleeing, Naif 

absolutely did not believe that Lu Yang could easily escape from the past, but Lu Yang had retreated 5 

meters away, just outside the attack range of all his skills. , So that his follow-up skills can not be put out, 

it is particularly uncomfortable. 

 

“Lu Yang, don’t look down on people.” Naif was a little angry, he felt that he had been tricked, and came 

towards Landing Yang with a big sword in both hands. 

 

Lu Yang still stood still, holding his arms and saying, “Don’t waste time, you have no chance.” 

 



“Arrogant,” Neuff snorted, and said, “I know you want to anger me, but it doesn’t make sense. I’m the 

coolest of our eight brothers. Your trick is useless to me.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “I don’t need to anger you. You don’t understand. You and me are not 

a level. Maybe you can win some elite players, but in front of me, you have no chance.” 

 

“Just kidding,” Neff said sarcastically. 

 

Lu Yang suddenly changed his face and said proudly: “You forgot, I am the three-time individual 

champion, maybe you should know the gap between you and me, I will let you know, even if I am 5 

meters from you Within the attack range, you have no chance to use even a normal attack. “ 

 

At this time, Naif was just 1 meter in front of Lu Yang. Just as Naif was about to stab straight, Lu Yang’s 

feet burst into flames, and his body suddenly swayed from side to side. 

 

This is a hot and fast skill, and Neff has not used slashing but straight piercing because slashing wastes 

0.2 seconds more than stabbing. If he slashes, he will not hit Lu Yang at all. 

 

If you can pierce straight, Lu Yang can’t move. In this way, Lu Yang moves back and forth in the same 

place. There is a feeling that the boxer is moving on the ring. He stabs in such a sudden way that he 

suspects that he can’t hit. 

 

“What are you doing?” Neff asked, depressed. 

 

In the hot and fast state, Lu Yang’s body was shaking left and right with a phantom. He sneered and 

looked at Neff and said, “This year’s game, there are anger skills that can be used. Many people think 

that it is possible to win the game. The point, I tell you, is not the case. 

 

What really made this contest so unusual is wrestling skills. For example, Furukawa, who played the 

game before, may be a bit unfair, but if you do n’t know wrestling skills or close combat, it ’s hard for 

you win. “ 

 

Neff frowned, and said, “What the **** do you mean, how can I not understand.” 



 

Lu Yang smiled, took a step forward, and said, “Attack me, I’m within one meter of you. Can you hit 

me?” 

 

Naif was forced to take a step back. His straight sword needed a distance. Without a distance, he 

couldn’t get out. 

 

“Woo ~~” 

 

“Woo ~~” 

 

… 

 

There was a sudden boo outside the court. Naif knew that this was a mockery of the audience. Lu Yang 

came to him as a mage, and he was afraid to attack. 

 

“I have nothing to dare.” Naif was cautious again, and he couldn’t help a little anger at this time, and his 

sword pierced the upper body of Landing Yang. 

 

At this moment, in front of billions of viewers around the world, Lu Yang made an action that stunned 

everyone. While he took a step to the right to avoid skills, his right foot suddenly popped out. In the 

middle, Naif stretched out and ready to step on the left foot to start 1 inch. 

 

System prompt: The attack action is determined to be French amputation! 

 

The target was knocked down! 

 

Neff watched incredibly as he was thrown forward and fell with his head up to the ground. The damage 

suffered was very small, only a few hundred points. 

 

He quickly got up and looked back at Lu Yang, and said in a panic, “You, what kind of attack method did 

you use.” 



 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Modern fighting techniques.” 

 

Modern fighting techniques are divided into European, South African, African and East Asian and 

Southeast Asian branches. There are dozens of fighting techniques in a dozen countries. 

 

Lu Yang dare not say that it is all-round, but in the game, with the current body style and movement 

speed, he can use any one, and this fighting technique has no power judgment, but the damage 

judgment is based on strength. Can you fall, just look at the action is not in place. 

 

Neff didn’t understand the fighting technique at all. He was a game master, not a fighting master. At this 

moment, he calmed down and looked at Lu Yang with a dignified expression, saying, “I don’t believe I 

have no way to deal with you.” 

 

Lu Yang still smiled and said, “Come on, I don’t want to make you shame, or the old saying, lose, you 

want to be my little brother.” 

 

Neff snorted and said, “I’ll talk until you win.” 

 

He slowly approached the landing land, and once again reached a distance of 1 meter, but Lu Yang did 

not give him a chance, and his body turned into a light and disappeared in front of him. 

 

“Countermeasure” 

 

Neff showed an excited smile, and his body emitted a white light. Lu Yang used any skills to be bounced 

by the white light, which took effect instantly, and there was no rebound ballistic. 

 

The light flashed, and Lu Yang suddenly appeared 2 meters behind Naif. He ran a step forward and 

hugged Naif’s waist with both hands. 

 

“Back fall” 

 



Naif’s body emptied and Lu Yang’s head fell down. 

 

The system prompts: The attack is determined to be a Japanese fall! 

 

The target was knocked down! 

 

“Damn, you play with me.” Neff jumped angrily, and fell twice by Lu Yang. He was joke by people all over 

the world. He was furious and looked for Lu Yang everywhere but didn’t see it. Lu Yang was right next to 

him. 

 

“God Monkey Fist” 

 

Lu Yang raised his arms horizontally, and punched the area of Neff’s helmet under his neck without 

protection. 

 

The system prompts: The attack is judged as Thai **** monkey fist! 

 

The target was knocked down! 

 

“God fist, wow ha ha!” 

 

“Where’s the attack name? It’s so funny.” 

 

… 

 

The players burst into laughter, but it soon became popular. Thailand really has a **** monkey boxing. 

On the monkey island, it is one of the standard sixteen styles of Muay Thai. It uses the force of the legs 

to generate forward momentum. At the same time, the arms quickly move. Hit forward, attacking the 

throat of the target, is one of the standard actions of melee combat, with the special effect of knocking 

the target down for 2 seconds. 

 



Off the field, inside a private room. 

 

Gailgar watched Lu Yang continue to use the fighting skills to knock Neff down again and again, and said 

with a mockery: “Neff must be mad, this fool, so he can recruit Neff and all eight of them.” 

 

Daniel sneered and said, “Lu Yang is really whimsical. Besides, it is useless to recruit eight of them. It is 

troublesome to recruit them in the guild. No one in the elite group wants to form a copy with them.” 

 

Kerrim said: “I hope Lu Yang can recruit people, so that his guild will be chaotic, haha.” 

 

Eight people laughed. 

 

After several months of recovery, the Group of Eight has once again returned to the ranks of the 

strongest guilds. Fighting in the plains, the strength of only one of their guilds is not under the iron 

brotherhood, and the iron brotherhood has to worry about the Korean and Indian regions. Civil strife, 

and the Spanish and Nine Stars regions far less calm than they seem. 

 

Now they are very much looking forward to the next battle against the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. 

At the same time, they also hope to attract some talents at this contest. The guild has money and they 

are willing to invest more. 

 

Not only the Group of Eight is the idea, but also every strongest guild, such as Sanyouweimen, Olma, 

Radvidev, and even any super guild, hopes to find more useful talents through this contest. 

 

Eight fiends were originally the object of any guild, but now any guild is not tired of eight fiends, because 

they are unwilling to have a team consciousness, even if they are a small team, they are not willing to 

join. This is the majority of presidents. Are unacceptable. 

 

I hope others will give them money, let them learn to cultivate, and let others provide them with 

equipment, and they will not pay labor, no money, and no time and energy to lead the team. What do 

they want them to do to join the guild? 

 

In the other rooms, all the chairpersons, including Mitomonmon and Olma, were shaking their heads. 



 

On the court. 

 

Lu Yang is still fighting with Naif, and he has been fighting for more than 20 minutes. Naif has been red-

eyed by Lu Yang. For more than 20 minutes, he didn’t even lose a drop of Lu Yang’s blood. Where is Lu 

Yang? This kind of fighting made him hate. Words can no longer express his inner anger. Now he just 

wants to catch Lu Yang and kill him. If he can meet in reality, he will not hesitate to put the helmet on 

Smashed on Lu Yang’s head, even more than smashed. 

 

“Damn, I’m going to kill you, I’m going to kill you.” Naif was once again knocked down by Lu Yang who 

never knew where, and he lay on the ground and roared wildly. 

 

Lu Yang felt that there was almost no time, and stood 30 meters away and said, “I’m here, come.” 

 

“charge” 

 

Naif was mad, and desperately launched Lu Yang’s onslaught skills. He even forgot to use 

countermeasures. 

 

“Flame Shock” 

 

Lu Yang raised a hand and hit Neff’s head with a flame, followed by a scene very familiar to audiences 

around the world. 

 

“Destroy Heavy Artillery” 

 

“Meteorite Impact” 

 

“Blink + Poly Nuclear Explosion” 

 

… 



 

A series of skills were played out. Even if Neff reacted and used the badge to release control, he did not 

respond as fast as Lu Yang. Before Neff released countermeasures, he was stunned by Lu Yang’s rage 

skills, and then a set of strong control and attack. Killed and killed him on the field. 

 

System prompt: Lu Yang wins the game! 

 

The audience cheered loudly, Lu Yang waved and smiled at the surrounding area and exited the arena. 

What he didn’t know was that when he finished the game, there were countless players who watched 

the game. All the players who participated in the competition, they all knew the close combat skills. Lu 

Yang’s play today opened them up completely. 

 

“So this game can still be played like this?” 

 

“Haha, since you can use melee combat, who can fight me?” 

 

“I’m a Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu master. Come with me to the arena. I’m going to practice a new game.” 

 

… 

 

In Lu Yang’s private room, the White Lion walked awkwardly in front of Lu Yang and said, “Boss, you just 

knocked Neff down. I think he’s furious now.” 

 

“Don’t worry, see how I subdue him.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

He took out the teleportation scroll, appeared in the fortress of the sky, and ran to a village in front of all 

the players. 

 

In a village in the 170-level area outside the Lalbagh Fortress, Naif and the other seven brothers are 

standing on the edge of the safe zone. They have just seen the battle. Lu Yang is like a joke, so Naif is in 

front of the world. It was a joke. They felt the same way. Everyone was extremely angry. 

 



Nef kicked an angry player and turned over a player around him, yelling, “Lu Yang, I must kill you, I must 

kill you.” 

 

“Let’s go and kill him with you.” Old Eight Gibri exasperated. 

 

“But we don’t know where he is. How can I find him?” Lao Qi is the female player Benanis, she said with 

a frown. 

 

“Regarding him, first enter the area of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, Lu Yang always fights to 

upgrade, we kill him when we find an opportunity.” Said the third brother David. 

 

Several people nodded one after another, just as they packed up and went to the Jagged Brothers area, 

the second brother, Karim, suddenly opened his eyes and said, “Gelga has news that Lu Yang has 

appeared and he is outside the city of Chiyang. In one of the villages, it seems to be doing tasks. “ 

 

“Teleport to me, I’m going to kill him.” Neff was furious, but instead of going foolishly, he changed into a 

camouflage coat. 

 

“We change.” 

 

… 

 

Seven people disguised themselves and disappeared into the crowd. 

 

Now Lalbagg Fortress is under the control of Lu Yang. From there to the Crescent Fortress and then to 

the Tongtian Fortress are all brothers of the Iron Blood. The teleportation team can directly transfer 

them from Lalbagg Fortress to the Tongtian Fortress. 

 

Lu Yang pretended to walk in the village for the same task, then he went out, put on a mount and came 

to a canyon. There is a dead end here, surrounded by cliffs that are thousands of meters high. There is 

only one way to enter and exit. Known as the calabash mouth. 

 



Lu Yang walked to the innermost wall of Hulukou and pretended to collect herbs. At the same time, he 

looked around carefully and many people were collecting herbs. 

 

On the way, he encountered many players, many people recognized him, but did not dare to approach. 

In this 140-level area, all players were around 140, Lu Yang, a large 170-level, they Do not dare to 

offend. 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes glanced, they were glanced at by Lu Yang’s eyes, and he immediately lowered his head, 

for fear of being caught by Lu Yang. 

 

Others followed him, pretending to collect herbs at this time, but Lu Yang knew they were secret agents. 

 

These people seem to be wearing ordinary clothes, but they are all large size 170, with 170 levels of dark 

gold hidden in their backpacks, killing at any time. 

 

They met Lu Yang’s gaze and evaded quickly. One of the players whispered, “Strange, what is Lu Yang 

doing?” 

 

“I don’t know, the boss asked us to follow him, so we followed.” 

 

“It’s better to kill him and grab the devil’s heart. We have more than thirty people.” 

 

… 

 

More than 30 players nodded, but the leader sneered and said, “Don’t try to die, you can’t beat it.” 

 

“No way, Captain.” The deputy captain said unbelievably, “It’s all 170. Lu Yang’s equipment is the same 

as ours.” 

 

The captain shook his head and said, “Do n’t think about it. We are standing 100 meters away and 

looking at him. Do you know if anyone is by his side, if so? Even if not, I tell you, we ca n’t beat him. This 

is pure. We ca n’t beat the question of strength. “ 



 

The crowd was a little dissatisfied, but the captain said: “I believe that I will be sent to him in a moment, 

and you will know when you look at it.” 

 

The captain is a knowledgeable person. At level 170, the attributes of the demon heart are no longer 

useful, that is, 700,000 more magical injuries than other professions. There is no increase in defense. It 

seems that there are many people. Under the circumstances, the demon heart cannot work, but the 

captain knows that the real demon heart is really neglecting more than 70% of the magic resistance, 

which is an absolute bug skill. 

 

In the case of the demon heart, Lu Yang casually put a range of skills, and they can easily seconds them, 

and they must not go on. 

 

Gelgar called and asked, “What’s going on with Lu Yang? Is it still there?” 

 

“Here it is,” said the captain. “He seems to be collecting something and doing tasks.” 

 

Gail Gahaha said with a smile, “You will stay in hiding for a while, and it will soon become a battlefield. If 

you have a chance, grab the demon heart.” 

 

“Someone will hit him?” The captain asked curiously. 

 

Gail laughed and said, “Eight murderers went to him. Be careful looking for opportunities.” 

 

The captain immediately understood and said, “The boss can rest assured that he can grab the heart of 

the demon god. I will grab it and give it to you.” 

 

“It’s good If you can grab it, I will reward you again.” Galga said proudly, he is not afraid that his men will 

not give it to him, because he also built a game city based on Lu Yang, just scale A lot younger, but this 

captain works in his game city. 

 

Gelgar hung up the phone, and he sent a message to Naif, saying, “Brother, my brother can help you 

here. Come on, don’t go to Lu Yang to leave.” 



 

“Thank you very much.” Naif sneered. He knew that Galga was uncomfortable, and knew that there 

must be Gelga’s men near Lu Yang. It was not necessarily who killed him. 

 

He stood at the entrance of the canyon and said, “Come in with me, go inside, kill everyone around you, 

and then kill Lu Yang.” 

 

“OK.” Several people said one after another. 

 

The eight gangsters came together to have a unique style of play. They did not fear many people and 

had this confidence. 

 

The gorge is not long. Seeing Naif seeing that he ran to the end of the canyon, he also saw Lu Yang 

standing at the innermost. His face sneered, and he yelled angrily, “Chairman Lu Yang, I’m Neve here. . “ 

 

Chapter 1513 - 1 enemy 8 

  

Lu Yang turned back, looking at Neff running from a distance, with a smile on his face, he stood there 

motionlessly, waiting for Neff to enter the canyon. 

 

Naif saw Lu Yang’s expression, he suddenly came to his senses, and he understood that this was the set 

that Lu Yang had deliberately given him, but he was not afraid. He knew from the news of Gerga that 

there was really only Lu Yang. people. 

 

“Damn, this **** is designed to ambush us.” The second brother, Karim, said that the other brothers 

also reacted and looked at the boss Naif. 

 

“Continue to act as originally planned, and I must kill him today.” Neff growled. If they ran today, Neff 

believes that he will leave a psychological shadow on Lu Yang in his life, and he must break this shadow. 

 

“I like your order.” Karim’s face showed excitement, and so did the rest. The stronger and the stronger, 

the more they have always been, is the way the eight of them have always played. 



 

“Kill ~!” Naif saw that the wide entrance was 10 meters away in front of him. He rode out and pulled out 

his two-handed sword and rushed in first. 

 

Karim rushed in with the remaining brothers. 

 

“Sure enough, we have a show,” said Galga spies excitedly. 

 

“Attention, if you have a chance, you must grab the heart of the devil.” Captain Spy said. 

 

More than 30 spies showed an excited look, but while they watched Neif and others who rushed in, they 

were horrified to find that Karim and the other six brothers rushed towards them. 

 

“Kill.” Karim yelled at a distance of 20 meters, a white light burst out from his body, and instantly came 

to the middle of more than 30 spies, pressing two circular knives down. 

 

“Big Wave Shock” 

 

With him as the center, a huge wave suddenly erupted within 20 meters around, stunning everyone in 

place. At the same time, the remaining six men jumped into the battle circle, and 30 spies were killed 

and injured instantly. 

 

The captain of the spy is domineering, and he even evades several attacks to calm down, shouting in a 

panic, “I’m not with Lu Yang, I’m providing you with information.” 

 

“It was you who put the cold arrow in your back.” Kareem cut it out with a dagger in his hand. The 

captain of the spy couldn’t resist it and died in the spot. 

 

He looked back at Neff, who was standing 10 meters in front of Lu Yang, and said, “It’s all gone. What 

should I do next?” 

 



With a smirk expression on Neff’s face, he looked at Lu Yang and said, “Dare you humiliate me just now, 

I must kill you.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “How about a bet, eight of you go together, and if you lose, you have to follow 

me.” 

 

“Joke!” Neff was furious and cursed: “You despise us less, let us go together for eight, what is your 

reason? Is it because you have a demon heart?” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, took the demon heart out of his backpack and threw it on the ground, saying, “Just 

take him as a bet, I lost, you take my 9th level demon heart, you lose, follow me. “ 

 

Eight people were dumbfounded. Why didn’t they think that Lu Yang dared to do this? What is this? This 

is the heart of the demon god, level 9 of the demon heart, or Lu Yang has worn the heart of the devil for 

4 years. His meaning is no longer a simple piece of equipment to explain. When you get it at the auction 

house, the price is absolutely More than 50% more than the heart of similar demons. 

 

Now the heart of a demon is 200 million credit points, that is to say, this one thing is 300 million credit 

points. Their eight brothers got such a thing and sold it. 

 

If it was before, Naif had already rushed forward to grab it, but the person in front of him was Lu Yang, 

the president of the Iron Brotherhood, the first individual in the three global competitions. If he dares to 

do so, he must rely on him. I dare not move at all. 

 

The second brother Karim and the third brother David and other seven brothers came to Lu Yang. 

Everyone looked at the heart of the demon with a greedy look, but they were like Neff, and no one 

dared to move. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. He didn’t expect that the coercion he had brought to the eight murderers was so great, 

and said, “Well, I don’t agree with any of your eight.” 

 

Neiff glanced at Lianyang, then looked at the seven brothers on the left and right, and asked, “What do 

you think?” 

 



“Listen to Brother,” said the eighth Djibri. 

 

“I want to, but I listen to Big Brother.” The old seventh Benanis said with a gaze. 

 

“Lu Yang’s conditions are reasonable, and we can’t rush to work for him, and we will dry up with him if 

we meet our conditions.” The sixth old Paul sneered. 

 

“I agree.” The fifth child shrugged indifferently. 

 

“You decide, I think lazily.” The fourth old man went to the nearby stone and sat down, lazily with a 

sword in his face. 

 

“Eight fight one, I can’t do this kind of thing.” The third man put away his arms and stood aside. 

 

“I’m very interested in money, but I’m more interested in killing you.” Karim looked at Lu Yang coldly, 

pulled out his dagger and posed in an offensive posture, and said, “You humiliate your boss, you are 

humiliating our brother. do.” 

 

Naif raised his two-handed sword and looked at Lu Yang proudly, saying, “Have you heard what my 

brother said? We want the heart of the demon god, and you must die today!” 

 

Lu Yang held his arms, shook his head with a smile, and said, “Let’s go together, I’m too lazy to waste 

time.” 

 

“Arrogance.” Karim’s body turned into a white light and suddenly appeared behind Lu Yang, his double 

dagger pressed down. 

 

“Big Wave Shock” 

 

A blue stream of light just glowed on his two daggers, and Lu Yang turned suddenly and turned his left 

finger to Karim’s body. 

 



“Spell Countermeasure” 

 

There is no one of the fastest skills in the whole game. All attack judgments are given priority to magic 

judgments. White light instantly enters Karim’s body. 

 

The system prompts: You are countered by the spell during the release of the spell, and you cannot use 

the water magic for 30 seconds! 

 

Karim was frightened, and quickly backed away, but at this time it was too late to retreat. Lu Yang burst 

into four consecutive lights, and his four avatars appeared at the same time. 

 

“嘭” 

 

“嘭” 

 

“嘭” 

 

“嘭” 

 

Four consecutive beeps, when the four avatars fell around Karim, immediately caused the same amount 

of spell damage, Karim’s health was low, and he died instantly! 

 

“Second Brother!” In addition to Naif, the remaining six brothers were frightened. Everyone’s face 

showed an incredible expression. They could not believe that Karim couldn’t even walk under Lu Yang’s 

hand . 

 

Naif was also shocked. Looking at the four avatars that appeared, he said to Lu Yang: “This is your 

strongest form. I can’t think of the chairman of the Jagged Brothers Alliance who has been hiding 

strength. The real avatars are actually four. “ 

 



The third child pulled out his long sword and returned to Naif. The fourth child also stood up and walked 

into the team. 

 

“No wonder we let our eight brothers go together.” Said the third. 

 

“It seems that I have to go together. The four avatars jump to the side at the same time. The damage 

done is too high.” Said the fourth. 

 

Lu Yang looked at them with a smile, and said, “Today you have a fate, let you see my strongest form in 

advance.” 

 

“What do you mean?” Naif said. 

 

Lu Yang moved his body for a while, and what surprised Naif and others was that when Lu Yang was 

active, not one person was moving, but five bodies were moving at the same time, as if five people were 

moving at the same time. 

 

This is Lu Yang’s strongest form, controlling five avatars at the same time, using the characteristics of 

consciousness to enter any body instantly without delay, the five bodies make the same action. 

 

“I’m on.” Lu Yang gave instructions, and the four avatars ran quickly to the sides. Lu Yang’s body 

suddenly appeared in front of Nef. 

 

“Polynuclear explosion” 

 

A red-gold light spread out from Lu Yang’s body like a golden ball quickly expanded. 

 

With a bang, all seven brothers, including Naif, were scattered by Lu Yang’s skills. 

 

“Kill a clone first.” Neff blasted his waist in midair, stabilized his body by backflipping, and shouted 

quickly. 



 

“Which one to kill?” The youngest asked. 

 

“My body is hydrated, he’s right next to me.” Benanis sighed. 

 

The six brothers looked, standing just beside Benanis, and Naif shouted, “I’ll drag his body, you kill that 

hydration.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Neff with a smile and said, “Do you think you can limit me if you know how to counter 

spells?” 

 

Naive looked at the brothers who were getting closer and closer, and sneered at Lu Yang. “Yes, I admit 

that I can’t beat you, but I don’t believe you can control two people at the same time.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Try it.” 

 

He stood in place, and came to meet Neff. The timing of Neff’s attack was very tricky, just when his six 

brothers attacked the body at the same time. 

 

But at this time, what he didn’t expect was that Lu Yang’s avatar suddenly released a thunderbolt in the 

middle of Naif’s body, breaking his reflection skills, and Lu Yang uttered a spell. 

 

“The great ancestor of the flame …” Lu Yang was thinking of the meteor falling spell. It only took 15 

seconds to simplify the spell. In this case, he could only choose to simplify it. The other time was used to 

control the others. Avatars. 

 

“Damn, you don’t want to put your skills on.” Naif snarled and rushed towards the landing sun, Wind 

Mage pointed at Naif with his right hand, and a wind-binding technique held him in place. 

 

At the same time, Lu Yang’s body was thrown out of the escape dagger and appeared in the middle of 

the field 100 meters away. He turned around and pulled out a one-handed sword, posing in an attacking 

posture. 



 

“You have two choices. Now rush to interrupt my body casting, or kill me within 15 seconds, otherwise 

you will all die.” Lu Yang said lightly with water. 

 

“We can’t kill you in 15 seconds, aren’t we too wasteful?” The third man raised his sword and rushed 

towards the landing sun. 

 

“Don’t run,” shouted the fourth. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. He didn’t really need to run. This was the first time he had packed up the eight fierce 

men. Be sure to impress them very much. After controlling Neff, these 15 seconds, he would let The 

other six knew that they were far behind in close combat. 

 

“badge” 

 

Neff abruptly released control, but before he could do anything, Master Lei split into a thunderbolt to 

paralyze him in place, and was controlled for another 6 seconds. 

 

This control method is not allowed in the arena, but on the outside, Lu Yang alone is equivalent to five 

masters of control. It is not too easy to control one person. 

 

Lu Yang’s consciousness flew into the body of water instantly, the third child had rushed to the front, his 

hand was carrying thunder, and each attack was accompanied by thunder attack, the fastest speed. 

 

“Thunderbolt” 

 

The third child suddenly appeared on the side of Lu Yang, and his two-handed sword suddenly pierced. 

 

“Thunder Light Sword” 

 



At the moment of his shot, Lu Yang swept the sword in his hand, and just swept his sword to trigger the 

blocking effect. At the same time that no damage was caused, Lu Yang suddenly stepped forward and 

appeared in the fourth rushing over. before. 

 

“Hugging” 

 

The fourth child always sneaked up behind the third child and used it to make up for the third child. He 

thought it would be a hassle to hit someone directly. He always wanted to get the third child to go first. 

Generally, the third child could hit. He used to be over. However, there has never been someone who 

can block the instant attack skills of the Thunder Light Sword and can use the strength of the opponent 

to slide forward in front of him. Before he responded, he was thrown by the water mage and flew out. 

Five or two lay on the ground together. 

 

Naif saw Lu Yang intently fight with his brothers, a sneer on his face, and a glow from his body. 

 

“The Wrath of Mythical Faith” 

 

His control effect was instantly released, and a buff up to 20 seconds appeared, ignoring any control 

skills. 

 

“Good job,” the old seventh Benanis shouted excitedly. 

 

Naif flew in front of Lu Yang. He could interrupt the curse as long as he stunned Lu Yang’s fire body, but 

at this moment, Lu Yang suddenly rushed out of a huge stone. 

 

“Flying Rock Strike” 

 

Unconsciously, Nef was beaten backwards by a distance of 20 meters. He stood up and looked around in 

surprise, but saw the mage’s avatar smiling at him. 

 

“Damn, how is this possible?” Neff was crazy. He didn’t believe anyone could do this. While controlling 

the water body and fighting with his six brothers, he could also control the soil avatar to release his skills 

and fly him. 



 

The six brothers were also dumbfounded. Lu Yang suddenly appeared next to the old seventh Benanis, 

smiling, and said, “Little sister, it’s not a good habit to walk like this.” 

 

“Hugging” 

 

Lu Yang held Benanis and flew it out. He was in the middle of the sixth. At this time, there was only one 

old eight left. Lu Yang’s water was thrown out of the escape dagger. The eighth was 5 meters away from 

him. The escape dagger appeared behind him 6 meters away. 

 

“Water thorn” 

 

The eighth old man should have escaped with an escape dagger, but he didn’t believe that Lu Yang could 

still hit him in this way, and under the entrustment, he was hit by Lu Yang, and he couldn’t even get back 

under control for 3 seconds. 

 

Naif was a little embarrassed. In a blink of an eye, their eight brothers died one, and the remaining 

seven could not even get close. He looked at Lu Yang not far away, roared, and rushed towards him 

again. 

 

The third and fourth stood up at the same time, and rushed towards the body. Unfortunately, they 

couldn’t understand how strong a person with a bloodline like Lu Yang was. The reaction speed of 0.2 

seconds and the speed of entering the clone instantly without delay. With Lu Yang’s eyesight and 

experience, he can clearly know what his opponent is going to do, what he will hit him in the next 

attack, and let him control the five avatars easily and freely in advance. 

 

The third and fourth sons, as well as the boss Naif did not wait for Lu Yang’s body and water mage 

clones, but they were hit by the lightning, earth, and wind clones with control skills. 

 

Lu Yang’s body quickly fell backwards and exited in front of Lao Qi Benanis. He was throwing Benais onto 

Lao Fifth and Lao Six again. The two reached out to trigger the body. The rules were lifted abnormally, 

and they were instantly bombarded. Among them, the sixth boy hit the eighth. 

 



“Damn.” The old five was furious. From the beginning of the battle to the present, he had not even 

played a control skill, and even the range skill had not been used. He was completely played by Lu Yang’s 

body skills. 

 

Neff was mad, looking at Lu Yang, who was only 10 meters in front of him. He suddenly threw out the 

weapon in his hand and yelled, “I don’t want to use this skill. You forced me.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the skills that were thrown over. He was still chanting without expression on his face, 

but the skills came before him, and the spell was pronounced in the mage’s mouth. 

 

“Earthquake” 

 

A 30-meter-diameter cylinder appeared in front of Lu Yang. Naif’s long knife hit the cylinder and 

bounced back. The skill release failed. 

 

“Can you still play like this?” Neff was a little hesitant. 

 

Lu Yang’s voice suddenly came from a distance. He smiled and said, “My big move is good, the meteor is 

falling!” 

 

A crimson red fire meteor with two houses in the sky suddenly broke through the clouds and fell from 

the sky. With the harsh sound of the air, Neff and others did not wait to escape and were hit by the 

falling meteor Lu Yang controlled the soil and folded up the ground dragon. He looked at Neve and other 

seven people on the field. All of them were stunned for 10 seconds, but the badge of the third person 

was not used. The badge was used to restore consciousness. Neff also ignored control, and was hardly 

affected, but their health was lost by a third. 

 

At the same time, they found that the water body disappeared, and several other avatars also 

disappeared. Looking at the fire body, all four avatars appeared beside Lu Yang’s fire body, and the fire 

body, water body, and wind were detached. Strange red, blue, and cyan glow emerged from the body. 

 

“Hot Fire Dragon” 

 



“Gust of Wind” 

 

“Drunk Clouds” 

 

Fire, water, and wind spells were ejected from the front of the three staffs at the same time. When they 

gathered together, fierce flames burst into extremely violent power, forming a huge fireball. 

 

Lu Yang’s staff refers to six people, from the third to the eighth, and yells, “Mixed spells-fire and wine 

storm.” 

 

A 90-meter-long, 450-meter-long dragon-shaped flame swept across the bodies of six of them instantly. 

In the next second, all six of them fell to the ground and died! 

 

Neff countered with a spell, Lu Yang received countermeasure damage, but he had an antique silver 

clock on his body, which triggered a protection effect for 2.5 seconds. He was not dead. 

 

Seeing this scene, Naif knew that he lost. Even Lu Yang, who was still in blood, could not beat. He had 

already tried it on the arena, and he could not even touch Lu Yang’s side. 

 

Chapter 1514 - 1st kill 

  

What’s more, there are still 4 full-blood avatars behind Lu Yang who haven’t started. Even if they are 

detached, if Lu Yang comes to operate, he still can’t beat. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Neff with a smile and said, “How about, do you want to give in?” 

 

“Admit defeat? Lao Tzu absolutely does not admit it.” Neff was instantly agitated, and the sword in his 

hand threw over the landing sun. 

 

Lu Yang smiled, he didn’t need to evade, and the staff of his right hand hit the ground gently. 

 



“Earth to Earth” 

 

In front of him a flame blew up, and the two-handed sword that came in the middle of it came out with 

a bang. 

 

Naif is dumbfounded again. This is his proud attacking skill. How many battles he can use this to kill a 

group of enemies who attack him. Even if the opponent is not killed, it must be scattered. However, Lu 

Yang did not hide for a moment, just tapped so lightly, a blaze beat his trick back? 

 

What makes him even more calm is that Lu Yang has residual blood. It is such a powerful self-confidence 

that he can do such a thing, but with a little hesitation in his heart, he cannot achieve this exact way of 

attack. 

 

You know, it took less than 1 second for his sword to be thrown out, but Lu Yang was able to fly his 

weapon in such a short time, which proves that Lu Yang has unrivalled self-confidence and extremely 

strong self-confidence. . 

 

Naive asked himself, could he keep such calmness in the presence of residual blood? He may not be able 

to do it! 

 

“If you don’t need to be resurrected after death, I will use skills to resurrect you all. It takes too long to 

run over.” Lu Yang said lightly, with his left hand pointing at Neff’s head. 

 

“Flame Shock” 

 

Naif fell into a coma. Then, when he was conscious again, he was already dead. He did not express any 

doubt about this. Lu Yang was able to kill him within 2 seconds. It was normal. Can do it. 

 

Indeed, Lu Yang released the Fire and Wine Storm again. This skill released one in 15 seconds. The 

conversation between the two people has just been over 15 seconds. 

 

“Boss, you’re hung up too.” Second brother Karim said depressed. 

 



Neif looked back at his voice, and found that the second brother and the seven of them were sitting and 

watching him. 

 

“Are you resurrected?” Neve asked. 

 

The old seven Benanis reluctantly said: “Before we died, we all received a message from Lu Yang telling 

us to die and not to be resurrected, waiting for him to save.” 

 

The third and fifth people nodded together. 

 

“Asshole,” Naive was furious, cursing: “He is what we are, do you look down on us?” 

 

Karim shook his head and said, “Big brother, don’t be excited. We don’t have to be resurrected. Sitting 

here has enough time to watch Lu Yang’s fighting style, and can think about how to crack his attack.” 

 

“Is there a way?” Neve asked. 

 

“Er.” David, the third child, said with an awkward expression. “Well, boss, we have a question to 

consider now.” 

 

“What’s the problem?” Neff was anxious to figure out a way to defeat Lu Yang, and had no time to listen 

to other questions. 

 

The fourth old man said, “Let’s bet we lost. We won. He gave us the heart of the devil. If we lose, we are 

going to work for him. Isn’t this a lose?” 

 

Naif: “…” 

 

Karim: “…” 

 

Benanis said: “Brother, usually you teach us to be trustworthy as a human being, we are tidy up.” 



 

Naif was extremely depressed, his face flushed, and even in the state of his soul, he could see that his 

face was not right, but he couldn’t explain this. He convinced Lu Yang, he was ashamed, and he refused 

to accept it. But he lost. 

 

“Will we follow Lu Yang?” Asked the old man. 

 

“No,” Neff and Karim both refused. Neff said, “I must kill him, I must kill him.” 

 

Old Eight: “…” 

 

“Then said.” The fourth child sat on the stone again and said lazily: “Time is not waiting for people, Lu 

Yang is still waiting there.” 

 

“Don’t I think about it,” Neff said, depressed. 

 

Lao Liu suddenly opened her eyes and said, “I have a way.” 

 

“What is it?” Neve and Karim asked at the same time. 

 

Lao Liu proudly said, “We can say that we weren’t playing one by eight just now. The second brother 

was just trying to attack. Lu Yang played Lai to kill him first, and he took advantage.” 

 

Boss: “…” 

 

Second brother: “…” 

 

Third child: “…” 

 

Everyone: “…” 



 

The third child said scornfully, “You are so embarrassed to say so.” 

 

The old seven Benanis smiled with her mouth covered, “You are really clever.” 

 

Lao Liu Paul said with his neck tied: “Originally, you talk about it, did you just care about the attack just 

now, and no one did his best to get confused by Lu Yang’s body, if we start at the beginning, With all his 

strength, can he be so easy? “ 

 

Eight played one. Although Karim hung up first, the seven of them were embarrassed to use various 

control skills. They all fought with Lu Yang solely by their own skills. But they just played that one and 

they knew that even seven On the other hand, Lu Yang can abuse them as well. 

 

The third child said: “It makes sense to say so, if I hit again, I won’t keep it. If I lose again, I’m convinced 

to take it orally.” 

 

Naif scolded: “Serve a fart, resurrect, and then do him again, I will not accept him.” 

 

“I’m not convinced,” Karim said. 

 

The remaining five brothers laughed. They knew that the elder brother and the second brother and Lu 

Yang were on the bar. 

 

There was a flash of light, and eight people were resurrected at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang stood there waiting for them, and saw a few of them immediately sit down and eat to recover 

blood and magic with a smile and asked: “It’s been more than 10 minutes, how is the discussion? Follow 

me no?” 

 

Naif took a bite of the magic bread and looked at Lu Yang with hate and said, “You just killed the second 

brother first. We didn’t play 8 to 1 but we played 7 to 1. We have to start again. “ 

 



Lu Yang laughed, shook his head at Neff, and said, “Okay, then come back. I’ll give you another chance. I 

didn’t pick up the heart of the devil, and it’s still on the ground.” 

 

Not far below Lu Yang’s feet, the demon’s heart was still gleaming, and Naifu and others had mixed 

feelings in their hearts. 

 

“Don’t look down on people. Even if we defeat you this time, we won’t take away the heart of the devil, 

and we will give you a chance.” Neff said uneasily. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. These people couldn’t put down their faces, which was really interesting. He said, 

“Ready? I won’t keep my hands this time.” 

 

Naif thought that Lu Yang was talking nonsense, and said with a sneer, “We will not keep our hands.” 

 

The seven brothers such as Kareem each stood on both sides of Naif, forming a fan-shaped encirclement 

at 50 meters in Luyang. 

 

“The cooling time of his strange skill just now should not be short, but we can’t take it lightly. Even if he 

releases it again, we can’t hit everyone, we can only hit four of us, and Five people should take this 

opportunity to kill him. “Lao Liu secretly sent a message to everyone. 

 

Nef and others glanced at each other and nodded. 
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“Would you like to jump in and attack him?” Karim still did not give up. 

 



Lao Liu said: “Don’t, he reacts too much faster than us. Once he makes a mistake, it is 7 to 1 again, which 

is no different from the first death.” 

 

Depressed, Karim asked, “How do we fight?” 

 

“Attack in a circle, approached and went together again, forcing him to separate five avatars.” Lao Liu 

said. 

 

“It makes sense, go together.” Naif held up his long sword and walked towards Landing Yang. Karim and 

others followed up quickly and moved closer to Lu Yang around a half circle. 

 

Lu Yang saw their purpose at a glance, a confident smile appeared on the corner of his mouth, and said, 

“You are up, then I attacked.” 

 

The gray mage glowed from the earth mage, and shouted, “Earth spear stabs.” 

 

Purple thunder erupted from Master Lei, and shouted, “The thunderstorm field.” 

 

Lu Yang’s body fire mage glowed red and yelled, “Yanlong kills the battle.” 

 

Three rays of light intersect at the front of Lu Yang’s right-hand staff at the same time. He points his 

right-hand staff forward and yells: “Hybrid Spell-Red Lotus Blast” 

 

The system prompts: The hybrid spell is released successfully! 

 

Naif and others saw the luminescence on Lu Yang’s body, and they all showed a vigilant look. Normally, 

it takes a few seconds for a mixed spell to be released, but Lu Yang’s release is only a moment, and they 

have no time to even think. , Lu Yang’s spell was released. 

 

With Lu Yang as the center, within a range of 500 meters, a fuchsia thorn that cannot afford to lose 

suddenly appeared, and every 30 meters of thorns combined, such as the same magenta lotus. In it, he 

was paralyzed for 2 seconds, and at the same time, suffered about 20 million injuries. 



 

Karim, David, and Pang died instantly. Naif used the group spell to reflect no injuries. The rest were all 

blood. At this time, they were still 20 meters away from Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang was smashed into blood by a group spell. The silver clock triggered special effects. Ignoring the 

damage within 2.5 seconds, he quickly recited the second mixed spell. 

 

“Cracked Earth” 

 

“Eight Wildfires” 

 

“Concussion Storm” 

 

The three bodies glowed at the same time. When the energy gathered at the tip of Lu Yang’s staff, his 

right hand pointed forward. 

 

“Mixed Spells-Fire and Earth Storm” 

 

With Lu Yang as the center, a fierce fire storm suddenly rose within 500 meters around, and the earth 

shook violently, causing about 20 million injuries. 

 

Naif has no group spell reflection, and there is no way to face the range magic, and his blood is instantly 

lost, and his remaining brothers are instantly dead! 

 

At this moment, Lu Yang was completely in front of the storm without vision, and he didn’t know what 

was going on inside, but he could guess that every time Neff had his right finger to the position where 

Neff was before. 

 

“Flame Shock” 

 

System prompt: single spell reflex, you take 20 million damage, you are in the state of silver clock 

protection, ignore the damage. 



 

At the moment when the system prompts, the time of Lu Yang’s silver clock is over, and he points his 

right finger towards Neve. 

 

“Destroy Heavy Artillery” 

 

Naif reflected the spell damage, but couldn’t reflect the stun effect. He was stunned for 2 seconds. 

When he woke up, a dazzling light hit him. 

 

System prompt: you are dead! 

 

The light disappeared, and Lu Yang just saw Neff fell to the ground, a smile appeared on his face, and he 

sat comfortably on the ground and started to recover. 

 

Undead state. 

 

Naif scratched his head in depression. He looked around and found that his seven siblings were sitting 

together and scratching his head like him. 

 

“Brother, you are back, let’s discuss it again.” The fourth old man beckoned casually. 

 

Neff had a black line in his forehead, the heart said, what is it, what is it, why am I again? 

 

“Are you strangling?” Sixth patted the fourth and asked Neff. 

 

Naif smashed his mouth and said, “He released his skills too fast. The silver clock had a 2.5 second 

protection time. He released the second large operation and continuously released stuns and destroyed 

the artillery. I was dead. “ 

 

“Is there another large spell?” Karim asked. 

 



Naif nodded and said, “You were the first to die without resistance. Now he knows that there are three 

such large spells, the first is called Firewine Storm, the second is called Red Lotus Blast Kill, and the third 

is called The fire and earth storms are all over a wide range of skills, and the damage is about 20 million, 

which is too high. “ 

 

“Hell, **** it, what kind of ghost skill is this and how so strong? Still so many?” Karim scolded. 

 

Lao Liu smiled and said, “It seems that President Lu Yang really accepted us. This must be the bottom-

box skill he used to play in the arena. Watching him step by step 170 is difficult, but in the arena Let him 

release this skill, who can handle it. “ 

 

Benanis nodded, and Qingxiu’s small face frowned. “It’s really too strong, with more than 20 million 

injuries, every attack is.” 

 

“Three times were more than 20 million injuries. How is this possible?” Karim couldn’t believe it. 

 

The third man said: “I’ve figured it out, Lu Yang’s magic damage should be more than 2 million, and he 

can deal 20 million magic damage. His skill should be 9 times the magic damage.” 

 

“It’s too much,” Gibri said, depressed. 

 

Lao Liu said: “This kind of crit is not much. The Ice Master has 10 times magic damage, and comes with 

special effects that can’t return blood. There is also a **** assassin, 37 times crit damage, which is 

higher than the damage of the clone blood. What’s really hard is that other professions don’t have so 

many high-level active skills. Lu Yang put three in a while. “ 

 

“You said, would he only have these three active skills, should we try again?” Eric asked. 

 

“It’s rare for the fifth child to speak,” Naif said with satisfaction. “We will play against him again.” 

 

“Uh.” Karim glanced at Neff, who happened to meet Neff’s angry eyes, he scratched his head and said, 

“Well, I have no problem.” 

 



The third glanced at Naif and said: “Still playing, think about how to explain it first, how can our brothers 

feel that they are going to be rogues?” 

 

Naif: “…” 

 

Karim: “I’m afraid of this too What’s the reason? I lost twice in a row.” 

 

Naif was depressed: “Who knows he has so many special skills, but let me just give up like this, Uncle 

Ben is not convinced.” 

 

Karim shook his head. 

 

The fourth child lay down and said, “What do you want to do, I’ll take a break first.” 

 

Such a stingy thing, the fourth child is too lazy to think. 

 

The old eight Djibri said, “Otherwise, let’s talk to Lu Yang, fight again, how about you really lose?” 

 

Naif nodded and said, “No, don’t we admit that we played this game?” 

 

The third child looked at Naif and said, “You still know.” 

 

“Fuck.” Neff shouted at the third. “No matter, I have to fight him again. I don’t accept it. I’m too 

embarrassed to die.” 

 

The sixth boy thought about it and said, “It’s better to say that, let’s say he’s not ready. He put his skills 

early.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 



“Well, don’t think about this,” the sixth boy said angrily. 

 

“It’s too far-fetched.” Boss Neff wanted to cry. 

 

“Either admit defeat, or use this, or you can think of one, you can’t drag it anymore, and you will be lost 

after being dragged. Lu Yang uses a pacemaker to revive us.” Lao Liu said. 

 

Naif was depressed and said, “Then use this, resurrect.” 

 

There was a flash of light, and eight people were resurrected in situ, sitting neatly and quickly recovering 

their lives. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1516 - 3 kills 8 kills 

  

Lu Luyang was already full of blood. He came to the eight people and said with a smile, “How about, I 

don’t recognize this time.” 

 

“No,” Neff said angrily. 

 

Lu Yang guessed that Neff still refused to admit defeat, and deliberately said, “What’s the reason this 

time?” 

 

“Me, me,” Nev said stubbornly, “I’m not ready, you put your skills early.” 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t help but stare at Neff with a big eye, and said with a smile, “This is all a reason, you are 

right.” 



 

Lao Qi and Lao Shi didn’t hold back, and the two laughed out loudly, and Neiff stared at them. 

 

“No matter.” Naif looked back at Lu Yang and said, “I’m not convinced to fight again.” 

 

“How can a child feel like playing with an adult?” The third murmured softly. 

 

The fourth child said, “I heard it.” 

 

“Don’t tell the boss.” The third child whispered quickly. 

 

“Rest assured, I feel the same way.” The fourth child said with a smile. 

 

“Tacit understanding.” The third and fourth looked at each other and said together. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This is the third time. If you lose again this time, you can’t accept it.” 

 

Neff gritted his teeth and said, “If you lose, let alone I win.” 

 

“I don’t know where you’re confident.” Lu Yang shook his head with a smile and walked back 50 meters 

away. The demon’s heart had been put away by him, and he threw it to the ground again, right in front 

of him. 

 

Neff and others are now excited about seeing the demon’s heart, and have to say that the demon’s 

heart is really tempting, they really want to get it. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Old rules, lose, you play for me, you win, the devil’s heart belongs to you, I will never hold 

you accountable.” 

 

Neff snorted and said, “Be careful, you are not so lucky every time.” 



 

Lu Yang put on an attack gesture and said with a smile: “I just have such good luck. When luck comes, it 

can’t be stopped or blocked, let’s say, how can I start to fight?” 

 

As soon as Neve lags, he looks at the left and right brothers, and they are all ready to stand up and say, 

“You are scattered, or you are just the same as before.” 

 

Lao Liu said: “Hurry up and don’t wait for his skills to recover.” 

 

Karim and others quickly dispersed, forming a fan-shaped encirclement of Lu Yang again 50 meters 

away. 

 

Naive looked at Lu Yang with a sneer and said, “You have run out of great skills. I don’t believe you have 

such skills. Brothers, go ahead and kill him.” 

 

Karim and others nodded together and ran towards Chaoyang. At this time, each of them had a strange 

look on their faces, or greedy, or excited, or embarrassed, or angry, but in the next second, The 

expressions on their faces became stunned. 

 

Lu Yang’s five bodies suddenly lighted at the same time, water blue, khaki, purple thunder, wind cyan, 

and fire red. At the same time, each of the avatars simultaneously raised the staff to point to the front 

end of Lu Yang’s staff. 

 

Water avatar: “Special Spell-Huang Quan” 

 

Earth clone: ”Special Spell-Earth Sword” 

 

Lightning clone: ”Special Spell-Purple Thunder” 

 

Wind clone: ”Special Spell-Wind Knife” 

 

Lu Yang’s ontology reads the spell: “Special Spell-Liuhuo” 



 

The magical energy of the five bodies rushes forward at the same time, converging on the front end of 

Lu Yang’s body wand, and the five rays of red, yellow, purple, cyan and brown suddenly burst into a 

brighter light. In the next second, red and purple Three colors, green and blue, enter the sky, and yellow 

and brown bright colors enter the ground. 

 

System prompt: Blended spell Abi Hell released successfully! 

 

Lu Yang’s five bodies drank at the same time in the form of a curved demon: “Mixed spells-Abi Hell!” 

 

The sky and earth changed color instantly, with Lu Yang as the center. At the same time, a dazzling light 

was emitted within a range of 500 meters. Nev and other 8 people were hit by the skills instantly, 

causing 20 times the magical damage of Lu Yang’s magic damage. 

 

All 8 people, including Naif, died. This special skill ignores spell reflexes. Although this skill was put by Lu 

Yang, he put it into the world first, instead of directly hitting his skills, the reflex is invalid! 

 

Undead mode. 

 

Naif and Karim looked at each other again. 

 

“Damn, bastard,” Nefmon said, cursing: “How come there is a fourth skill, is it endless?” 

 

Karim didn’t speak this time. He wanted to help Naif, but he died three times, and he couldn’t find any 

excuses. He didn’t want to find any more. He was not a loser, but felt that he would fight nothing. I 

mean, I ca n’t beat it. 

 

The sixth old Paul did not speak, and sighed and said, “I really doubt he has no skills available now, but I 

am embarrassed to play the fourth time.” 

 

The third child looked at the boss, Naif, and asked, “Don’t fight, let’s choose whether to accept Lu Yang’s 

invitation.” 



 

“I …” Naive looked embarrassed, but apparently still dissatisfied. 

 

The old seven Benanis thought about it and suddenly said, “Do you feel these Yang Lu’s skills are 

familiar?” 

 

“Familiar?” Naifuang wondered how to defeat Lu Yang and avoid these skills. He didn’t think about the 

others, and he heard frowning and asked, “What do you mean?” 

 

The more Benanis thinks, the more she thinks that she is right, and her eyes are bright and she says, 

“Recall, some time ago, the corners of the magic slaughter city, the purgatory fortress, there was a skill 

released by the two kings of the corner magic. Lu Yang is exactly the same. “ 

 

Lao Liu woke up in an instant and said, “Fire, Wine Storm, Fire and Earth Storm, Red Lotus Explosion, 

and this Abi Hell. Even the name is the same, this get out, it turns out that the second king of the devil is 

his.” 

 

The fourth child laughed at the stone and said, “It’s too wicked, no wonder it’s so powerful. Damn, one 

person slaughtered a city, tens of thousands of 170-level players have never done one of him, and we 

still fight a few. What is it. “ 

 

Karim and the others looked at each other, and the anger in their hearts was gone. If you say that a 

person is better than you, he defeats you, you do not accept him, you think you have a chance to 

surpass him, even if you think that as long as you More seriously, you can defeat him in the next game, 

but if the opponent is so much stronger than you, reaching you at the foot of the mountain the other 

side is on the top of the mountain, you need to worry that you may not see In his case, there is no need 

to fight anymore, it is purely looking for abuse. 

 

The old seven Benanis smiled and looked at Neve with a playful smile, and said, “Brother, remember 

that when you turned around the corner of the city, you said that the second king might be a player. If 

so, you follow him. Now people It’s right in front of you, you say what to do. “ 

 

The seven brothers and sisters looked at Neff together and smiled. 

 



Naif sighed and said with a smile: “What else can you do? Follow him, and have such a boss who doesn’t 

follow. Who do we follow? I’m completely convinced. Although he is a Huaxia man, I serve him, you 

What do you think, I decided to go with him, you guys? “ 

 

“Where do you go?” Karim said. 

 

“I’m willing to follow such a master.” Said the third. 

 

“Don’t bother to think about it,” said the fourth. 

 

“I listen to everyone, you are all with Lu Yang, I’ll follow, just let’s separate the eight.” The fifth child 

said. 

 

“Such a person is worth following, I have no opinion.” Lao Liu said. 

 

The old seven raised his hand playfully and said, “I agree.” 

 

The old man shrugged and said, “I’m the youngest, no problem.” 

 

Nef laughed and said, “Let’s revive.” 

 

Karim and others nodded, eight lights flashed, and Naif and others were resurrected at the same time 

and appeared in front of Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile: “Are you still fighting?” 

 

Chapter 1517 - Conquer 8 fierce 

  

Naifu smiled awkwardly, but did not answer Lu Yang’s words, and asked: “You answer me a question 

first, are you the King of Devil’s Corner?” 



 

Lu Yang wasn’t surprised. He knew he would recognize these skills when he released them, and said 

frankly, “It’s me. There won’t be any of you in the person killed that day.” 

 

Naif took a sigh of relief, walked 10 meters in front of Lu Yang, and said, “From now on, my Naif is your 

subordinate. Our eight brothers will listen to you from now on.” 

 

Karim and others all came over, bowed slightly to Landing Yang, and said together, “We will let you 

dispatch in the future.” 

 

This is a recognized extreme safety distance. Beyond this distance, the other party will retreat. Neff and 

Karim and others speak at this distance, indicating that they are truly convinced, but not necessarily, 

many people will come forward to each other. During the sneak attack, several people also intentionally 

tried to test Lu Yang to see how much he trusted them. 

 

Lu Yang thought they weren’t convinced yet. I didn’t expect to be convinced suddenly. I was too late to 

be happy. Where did I think of it so much? Haha laughed and walked to Neve and said excitedly: “Great, 

great! You are willing to follow I’m fine. I’m short of a few of you for help. What conditions do you 

want? I can agree to all of them. “ 

 

Naif looked at Lu Yang in surprise and said, “You, you are at this distance, are not afraid that we will 

attack you.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I believe that the eight of you are people. If you say yes, you must be 

sincere.” 

 

Naif sighed and said, “I served, I really did, boss.” 

 

“Boss.” Seven of them, Karim, followed the same voice and called out the two words that were as heavy 

as Tarzan to them. Everyone’s face was agitated. For a long time, they didn’t feel this trust. 

 

Lu Yang is really happy, haha said with a smile: “I will give you the best contract, I will pay for the 

training, I do n’t need your equipment, and I do n’t need you to team up with other people. I agree to 

your request. . “ 



 

Nef and Karim looked at each other and smiled embarrassedly. 

 

“Boss, you don’t have to treat us like this, just give us an ordinary elite contract.” Neff said with a smile: 

“We shouted such a contract before, just to dismiss those presidents who had to recruit us into the 

guild. I was so annoyed by them that I came up with such a harsh condition, but a few of us are not like 

this, there is a good boss like you, we are willing to follow sincerely, equipment can be played, training 

can be slowly improved, team us Yes, we are not difficult people. “ 

 

Lu Yang was surprised and said with a smile: “I said you eight people are not like that, it turns out to be 

this way.” 

 

Lao Liu proudly said, “I figured it out.” 

 

Naif leaned on Lao Liu’s shoulder and said, “Boss, this is our eight brains. It’s usually his idea that hurts.” 

 

“Fuck.” Lao Liu was anxious, and said, “What’s the bad idea? I’m a superb resource. Okay, resource.” 

 

“Okay, okay, wise, wise.” Neff said. 

 

Lao Liu rolled her eyes and said, “Eight before, the eight of us returned to the guild, mainly because the 

vice president of that guild always asked us some trouble. In a hurry, we turned to the vice chairman. 

 

The Vice President, fighting against the crowd, said that he would not let the old seven Benanis 

accompany her for one night, and we would kill eight of us to return to level 0, and never dare to enter 

this game, so we killed The vice chairman, killed the chairman, and killed all the way from the southeast 

region to the middle region. “ 

 

Benanis’ eyes were red and she didn’t speak. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “You wo n’t encounter such a problem in the Jagged Brothers League. There is 

no vice president here who bullies ordinary players. If you want to come to my war studio, you will feel 

what is called a game. The world and happiness. “ 



 

Naif thought for a while and said, “Okay, the War Studios and Huaxia Game City are well-known. We’ve 

wanted to see them for a long time, and we can hide from the assholes.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Did you encounter any difficult things?” 

 

“When we signed the contract, they got some of our information. The chairman and vice-chairman had 

some influence in France, and they have been checking where we live.” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and asked, “I’ll negotiate with that president, let this matter come to an 

end.” 

 

“No,” the eight said in unison. 

 

Naif gritted his teeth and said, “Sooner or later, one day, we will destroy the guild with our own hands, 

and we will never compromise with them.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What about your family? Will it hurt them?” 

 

“Hehe.” Naif smiled at himself and said, “Our eight parents are either dead or are preparing to spend 

the rest of their lives in prison, and our complexion is brownish white, France, hehe.” 

 

Lu Yang instantly realized that they were descendants of refugees. One of the biggest disasters of this 

century made people in some countries refugees, and they flooded into France, Italy and Turkey. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head. He didn’t want to think about it anymore. He didn’t have to guess how the first 

generation of refugees had gone, and how their descendants were. Maybe they didn’t even know who 

their father was. 

 

“Since there are no worries, come here happily. This will make you like it.” Lu Yang smiled with open 

arms and said, “I have a lot of foreigners here. You are familiar with K, the eight-armed spider, and Black 

Friday. I believe you will find many friends here. “ 



 

Neiff asked nervously, “What about our accommodation?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Eight of you will get a villa with eight independent rooms and bathrooms. In terms of 

salary, the starting salary is 200,000 yuan. The rest are the same as I said earlier. Just sit today. The 

plane comes over, no need to bring anything, I will pick you up at the airport in person. “ 

 

“Okay, we listen to you,” Neve said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and added eight of them to the Jagged Brothers Alliance but he chose to hide their 

eight names. Except for his chairman, the others were not visible, including the vice chairman. Unseen, 

this is a new feature officially launched. It can be regarded as a benefit to each chairperson and adds a 

sense of mystery to the entire game out of thin air. Any spy wants to get this hidden list of hostile guilds. 

 

The Brotherhood of the Iron Blood is in an ordinary mansion in the eastern part of Tiancheng God City. 

Lu Yang took them in a cloak to enter, and he said to the eight brothers and sisters of Naif: “There is a 

teleportation array that directly teleports home. The gold supply is enough for you to use half a month 

of high-intensity battles. In addition, when you come to the war studio, I will personally teach you each 

of the battle styles and increase your level. “ 

 

Naif, Karim, and others looked at the mansion, and they all looked surprised, it was too luxurious and 

extravagant, especially the equipment and supplies in the house. 

 

“Unfortunately, we fell below level 170.” Neff scratched his head, a little awkward. 

 

Lu Yang took the experience dan from his backpack and gave it to Neff, saying, “Take the experience dan 

and raise the level back.” 

 

“I rely on it,” Naive said in surprise. “Boss, you have all this stuff.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Of course, I’m the chairman of the Jagged Brotherhood. There are many good 

things.” 

 



Naif, Karim and others each received experience dan. They looked at Lu Yang and felt as if they had 

found a big backer strong enough to rely on. 

 

Chapter 1518 - Precise guidance 

  

On the same day, Naif and others quit the game and took a plane to the East China Sea, where they 

stayed in the temporary studio of the War Studio without notice. 

 

In this villa area, there are more than 200 triple villas. Most of the residents are foreign players. It is also 

a special army group that Lu Yang is planning to build recently. 

 

At the time of the 100th-level national war, Lu Yang ordered the eight-armed spider and K to return to 

their respective countries to secretly operate. Now in the New World period, their original mission has 

become meaningless. The eight-armed spider and K are in other parts of the New World. Regionally 

established guilds were also eliminated one by one. 

 

According to common sense, Lu Yang should abandon the guilds they established, but the game will 

revert to the national form in the future. If their elite players go to other guilds, it will be difficult to 

recruit them again. In order to have sufficient national battles in the future, Surrounding protection, he 

had to spend heavily to subsidize the eight-armed spider guild they established. 

 

There are also India and South Korea. The guilds in these two areas cannot complete self-sufficiency. All 

of them need Lu Yang to discount a large amount of money every month. 

 

This is why Lu Yang is so poor recently. Not to mention the number of external subsidies. Just talking 

about the normal internal expenses of the Jagged Brothers Alliance. The war studio players now have 

nearly 350,000 people, and there are hundreds of thousands of players above the regiment level. Wages 

are to be paid. Each month’s wages are paid in billions. 

 

Although the Jagged Brothers League now has hundreds of fortresses, as well as a large number of 

auction houses and wealth management products, it is far from enough to maintain the normal 

operation of the guild. 

 



The same is true of the other strongest guilds, but they are attracting large amounts of foreign capital to 

dilute their shares to maintain the guild operation. Lu Yang does not want to have external members to 

join the Jagged Brotherhood. Therefore, all the funds are injected by him alone. Relying on his existing 

gold mining and other industries alone, he could only manage to maintain it. 

 

The key is that there is still a place to spend the most. Tu Feng, Xue Yiming, Qing Qian Zimeng, and Tian 

Feng are spreading the intelligence network in a large scale. The money to buy information is extremely 

expensive, and it is necessary to buy a large army of the strongest guild. Senior executives are even 

more expensive. 

 

But Lu Yang had to do this. As long as he set up the intelligence network, Lu Yang had eyes in the 

surrounding guilds and himself. He can clearly know the every action of the surrounding hostile guilds, 

and he can also know that his internal spy is Who, will not appear again in the war, betrayed dozens of 

affiliated guilds close to him at the same time, nor will the guilds under his protection suddenly join 

forces to attack him. 

 

At the beginning, Lu Yang was soft-hearted for a while and did not expect that such a thing would 

happen inside, but the last Alice’s action gave him the most profound lesson. This is a war game. It is not 

humane. He must, for the survival of the Iron Brotherhood, he must monitor. 

 

… 

 

Inside the villa. 

 

Naif and others have put down their salute and are sitting in the living room talking with Lu Yang. The 

eight of them are young, about eighteen, with white and brown skin tones, and brown and white, all 

Middle Eastern And the colors of North Africa. 

 

“I didn’t expect that there is such a large area of foreign players. I just saw a lot of people like us playing 

outside, and their expressions are particularly happy.” Benanis said cheerfully. 

 

“Yeah, I thought we would be seen as monkeys.” The fourth son said. 

 



Lu Yang smiled and said, “There are hundreds of foreign players living in this area. You can slowly get 

acquainted, but don’t tell them your names in the game. You are a sharp blade I will put out in the 

future. , Specializing in opponent weakness. “ 

 

Naive looked a little excited and asked, “What are we doing now?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Relax comfortably one night, and play in the early morning tomorrow, I will professionally 

train you to make you stronger.” 

 

The old third’s eyes were a little shiny, and he asked, “Do we still have a lot of room for improvement?” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Don’t dare to say, I just know a little about your profession and play, at least 

you can double your combat effectiveness.” 

 

Naif and others were a bit surprised. What is the concept of double, which means that some of them are 

waste, and it is useless at all. 

 

“Boss, you can improve so much.” Karim said in shock. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Others may be less, but I can make you more than double.” 

 

“Ah?” Karim still didn’t believe it. 

 

Lu Yang knew that it was time for him to show his hand, and he said to Karim: “You are a combat mage 

profession. The third turn of the legal system has changed from a water mage to a magical martial arts 

melee mage, right?” 

 

“Yeah.” Karim nodded, which was easy to see. 

 

Lu Yang went on to say, “But you have some misunderstandings about the way of Demon Martial Arts 

Shuang Xiu. If I were you, I would choose Limin to add points instead of all magic points.” 

 



“Then I don’t have magic and physical output?” Karim was puzzled. 

 

Lu Yang looked at him with a smile, and said, “The root of the double martial arts lies in melee. 

Compared to the magician profession, your spell output is not as good as a three-turn ice-based 

magician, and you cannot compare the physical output with a three-turn rampage , Why did you choose 

Demon Martial Arts Shuang Xiu? Do you feel that Demon Martial Arts Shuang Xiu has more skills and is 

better at heads-up? “ 

 

“Yeah.” That’s what Karim fancy. He is not as good at outputting a single skill as other pure-line 

occupations, but he has many skills, can avoid and output, and very few people can single him out. 

 

Lu Yang said, “But when you meet me like this, your conscious response is quick, is it right?” 

 

Karim nodded. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The reason for this is that you didn’t choose a focus on the magic Wu Shuangxiu, 

remember The magic Wu Shuangxiu does not make you use both magic and physics, but physics Mainly, 

supplemented by magic, with powerful physical attacks and reaction speeds, and instantaneous various 

control attacks to kill opponents, this is your future development direction. “ 

 

Karim’s eyes flashed sharply, and he suddenly felt like he had realized something, and he had long been 

confused about his career, and instantly understood it. 

 

“I know, you mean to let me replace all spell attack skills with spell control and pseudo-control skills, 

right?” Karim asked excitedly. 

 

“Yes, that’s it. Pure legal system output, just leave a few, just give up the rest and switch to control 

skills.” Lu Yang said. 

 

This is the classic play of the previous Karim, he just told Karim in advance, I believe that Karim will soon 

understand. 

 

“I’ll practice it now.” Karim bowed excitedly to Lu Yang and ran back to the room to try. 



 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “The villa has the water control skills you need. For specific battles, you can 

find Han Zhong and let him arrange for you to practice.” 

 

“Oh.” Karim responded and entered the room. 

 

Benanis saw what Lu Yang said was really effective, and couldn’t help but asked, “Boss, me, me.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Benanis with a smile and said, “You are special, but I won’t tell you first, and I’ll talk 

about you in the end.” 

 

“Ah ?!” Benanis pursed her mouth in depression. 

 

Chapter 1519 - Special training 

  

The third and fourth people laughed out, and the third asked, “I’m also the blood of the magic martial 

arts, is it the same as the second brother?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “You and the fourth child are still a little different. One of your demon martial arts blood is 

a phantom thunder blood vessel, which is dominated by ultra-high bursts. What you need to improve is 

the speed of consciousness reaction. Adding points is still full of magic attributes. It is a time and space 

warrior. It is mainly based on the two combos of time and space. It is true that it is full output. It also 

needs to enhance conscious response. “ 

 

“But how can this be improved.” The fourth child scratched his head a little, and his output method was 

the most complicated, which is why he is usually lazy. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Han Zhong will conduct targeted training for you. Take a good rest this night. 

Early tomorrow morning, you will see what is called devil training.” 

 

“Uh, how many devil?” The fourth child asked. 

 



Lu Yang said, “I will lead by example to tell you more devil, I hope you will not be looked down on by 

Han Zhong.” 

 

All seven were unconvinced. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Actually, a few of you have taken it out and are all masters on the list of 10,000 people, 

but it is far from my requirements for you, mainly in the conscious response. In the near future, your 

main task is to upgrade and special Training, the other postponed. “ 

 

“What about me?” Benanis asked anxiously. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Your weapon is a pair of short knives, but you do not realize the killing essence of the two 

short knives. There will be a person named Black Sword to teach you separately after special training 

tomorrow morning.” 

 

“Black knife? What a weird name,” Benanis said curiously. 

 

Lu Yang smiled, motioned them to take a good rest, returned home to rest, today’s battle was over, he 

rested comfortably for one night, and waited until the next morning, just before 5:30, he got up, in His 

exercise started in the cold winter. 

 

Neff and 8 others did not get up at 6 in the morning, and the door was banged. Several people got up 

lazily and just opened the door, just to see Han Zhong’s cold face. 

 

“You only have 5 minutes for washing, speed.” Han Zhong said, and a French translator translated the 

words. 

 

“It’s so early,” Neff said, depressed. “We haven’t reversed jet lag yet.” 

 

Han Zhong looked at his watch and said, “Four and a half minutes.” 

 



Behind Han Zhong, Lu Yang revealed his head. He, Blackknife, K, and Black Friday were holding snowballs 

in their hands, and everyone’s face showed an unpleasant expression. 

 

“Would you like us to help?” Lu Yang asked, raising his eyebrows. 

 

“Fuck.” Qi Qi, who was scared by eight people, took a step back, and Naif shouted, “No need, we’ll do it 

ourselves.” 

 

Eight people generally cleaned their clothes and washed them away. Unfortunately, Lu Yang shouted 

politely: “Stop them.” 

 

“Hoo ~~!” 

 

Dozens of snowballs hit at the same time. In the screams of Benanis, eight people changed their clothes 

in a panic and went outside. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the unhappy expression on everyone’s face and the same head as the chicken’s nest, 

and said with a laugh: “Welcome to the Brotherhood of Iron Blood, I hope you like it.” 

 

Naif and Karim looked at Lu Yang and looked at the players behind him, showing helpless smiles. 

 

“Okay, thank you, you’re really lacking in morals,” Neff muttered. 

 

Black Friday came to Nef and others, holding his shoulders and smiling, and said, “Guys, you have to be 

prepared. Today’s training has just begun. I swear, you will regret coming here.” 

 

“Is it difficult?” Neve asked. 

 

“Normal training is okay.” Black Friday shrugged his shoulders and said, “But if it’s special training, I 

swear, I definitely don’t want to experience the second time.” 

 



There is an interpreter over Lu Yang, he said: “Less nonsense, it has been delayed a lot of time, training, 

morning jogging started.” 

 

Lu Yang took the lead and ran away. Han Zhong looked at the eight and said, “You follow Lu Yang. He 

doesn’t stop. You mustn’t stop.” 

 

“Okay,” Neff said indifferently, and ran with the seven siblings. 

 

Winter long-distance running is not only a physical exercise, but also a test of willpower. In the weather 

of minus 20 degrees and the howling wind, Lu Yang took them to run three laps around the war studio 

and ended on the first lap At that time, Benanis couldn’t hold on first and stopped. 

 

On the second lap, Neff and others couldn’t hold on and could only follow. They watched Lu Yang finish 

the third lap, which was exactly eight o’clock. 

 

Lu Yang came to them and said, “Physical quality is not good. Without a good body, your conscious 

response cannot keep up.” 

 

“Uh.” Naif said irrefutable, “Okay, let’s do our best to exercise.” 

 

“Follow me to the special training room, running is only the first step, here is the second step.” Lu Yang 

said. 

 

In the special training room, Lu Yang exercised extremely cruelly in accordance with the old method, and 

the faces of Neff and others looked wonderful. 

 

“Abusive.” Karim looked painful. 

 

“We have to practice like this.” Naif looked anxiously at Han Zhong. 

 

Without waiting for Han Zhong to speak, Han Ying, Han Fei, Han Yu, and Han Sha’s ten siblings came 

over to exercise with Landing Yang. 



 

Han Zhong said: “You don’t need to be as hard as they do in the beginning. Start with the basics and 

follow me.” 

 

“Oh my God Neff and others lament in unison. 

 

“Boss, I regret coming here. You are really a masochist. In the game, the boss is half-dead. In reality, he 

has to be half-dead.” The fourth senior was holding his neck dry. 

 

Lu Yang was sweating and laughing while training said: “You can’t run anymore, you have signed a 

contract with me, let me know, I set a penalty of 100 million.” 

 

“Oh my God, this life is over.” The fourth child and others wailed through the special training room. 

 

For two full hours, Lu Yang’s exercise was over, and before an hour and a half, Naif couldn’t take it 

anymore. They lay on the ground in pain and eased, watching Lu Yang finish. 

 

When the training was completed, Lu Yang was also sweating with cold and hot sweat all over the body. 

He said, “Come with me to the hot spring room, and get back to where you are. Girls have girls, and 

Benanis’s swimsuit is with Han Ying.” 

 

“Oh.” Benanis blushed. 

 

The group went with Lu Yang to a special spa treatment room, separated from men and women. Lu Yang 

comfortably lay inside and recovered for an hour. This was also the time for Lu Yang to make up for 

sleep. He didn’t chat with a few people. 

 

An hour later, Lu Yang naturally woke up, after getting dressed, took them back to the war studio, Neff 

and eight of them returned to the villa. 

 

Lu Yang logged into the game and just had another 10 minutes to participate in the game. 

 



Chapter 1520 - Anti-killer flower snow moon 

  

Inside the game room. 

 

Tu Feng said to Lu Yang: “Your next opponent is an affiliated guild that is about to launch an attack on us 

this time. Its name is Chang’an Gang, and its chairman’s name is Fenghua Xueyue. Level, a full set of 170 

dark gold equipment, two antiques that increase health, and two antiques that increase attack by 10%. “ 

 

Details of the other party, as early as 5 minutes after the official announcement yesterday, 

Fenghuaxueyue’s information was placed on Tu Feng’s table. It was his vice chairman who betrayed 

Fenghuaxueyue. He had taken Tu Feng’s 200,000 cash and got Tu Feng promised that after the war, the 

Chang’an Gang would become the president. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Alice has lost her blood this time, and even Chang’an helped her.” 

 

Tu Feng said with a frown, “It is probably another man who has been confused by Alice. I really can’t 

understand how beautiful Alice is and why so many men are willing to go crazy for her.” 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders and said, “Who knows, maybe this delicate young lady has any unique 

secrets?” 

 

Tu Feng laughed and said, “By the way, this person has announced this battle on the forum since 

yesterday. He has no intention to fight, but just feels the strength of the guild boss with a learning 

attitude. Even if he has the opportunity, he will not seriously attack. , Will make you easily win the 

promotion, the forum praised him, they all think that this person knows how to be a person, and knows 

how to contribute to China. “ 

 

Lu Yang snorted coldly and said, “It’s going to be cheap and sell well, presumably it’s trying to paralyze 

me and kill me when I can.” 

 

“I have this suspicion,” Tu Feng said. 

 



System prompt: The individual competition of the global competition is about to start. Please prepare Lu 

Yang for the match. 

 

There were two buttons in front of Lu Yang, one was ready to finish, the other was not ready. He chose 

the first one, and a flash of light flashed. He appeared in a circular arena. This time the venue was larger 

than before. Wide and 200 meters in diameter. 

 

He looked to the court. Fenghua Xueyue had not yet come in. He waited in his soul state. On the other 

side, Fenghua Xueyue had just received the news. He was looking at Alice, who was as beautiful as a 

maiden in front of him, and said, “It ’s my game. Look at me, I will kill Lu Yang to take revenge for you. “ 

 

Alice smiled and said, “Just do your best.” 

 

Fenghua Xueyue was a little bit flustered in her heart. Alice said that she did not trust him, he did not 

justify it, smiled, and turned into a light in the arena. 

 

The light flashed, and Lu Yang and Fenghua Xueyue both turned into physical form. The spectators 

screamed wildly. In the harsh cheers, Dubin appeared on the field, and he motioned for them to stand 

beside him. 

 

Feng Huaxueyue first came over, and Du Bin interviewed with a smile: “They are all Huaxia people. I saw 

news on the forum. You said that you would not attack with all your strength today, not serious.” 

 

Feng Huaxueyue smiled humbly, looked at Lu Yang extremely humblely, and said respectfully: “I am the 

chairman of the affiliated guild of the Iron Blood Brothers League, the youngest brother of the boss of Lu 

Yang, and I am a Chinese player, I hope Lu Yang will Chang still wins the championship this year, so I can 

just play casually. “ 

 

Dubin smiled a bit awkwardly, because Fenghua Xueyue’s post on the forum, the number of people 

watching today’s game was significantly less, most of the visitors went to watch other games, and here 

are the fans of Lu Yang’s diehard . 

 

Du Bin looked at Lu Yang and asked, “What do you think?” 

 



Lu Yang pretended to be proud and said, “President Fenghua Xueyue is very polite. We are all a guild, 

but this is a competition. It has nothing to do with the guild. If you can win me, I will congratulate you. 

You do n’t need to treat me. Keep your hands. “ 

 

Fenghua Xueyue quickly humbled her head and said respectfully, “I can’t beat you normally, so don’t 

tease me.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Don’t say that, the audience around the world is watching, let’s start the 

game.” 

 

Dubin also felt that there was nothing to talk about, and signaled the two to return to their respective 

positions. He returned to the live broadcast room and said, “This game is afraid of an uninteresting 

battle, but it is good for Chinese players. . “ 

 

Hitomi nodded and said, “Yeah, a game without watching. Although President Lu Yang won easily, it 

didn’t mean much to the game.” 

 

The guests of this game were Zheng Kuan and Ma Feng, and they also said that there was nothing to 

watch in this battle. 

 

“For the internal affairs of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood, the affiliated guilds rely on the Brotherhood of 

Iron Blood to give them a chance to participate in the battle in order to make a profit, and Fenghua 

Xueyue did not dare to fight with Lu Yang.” Zheng Kuan said. 

 

Ma Feng just nodded. Suddenly, he fought a cold war all over his body, because he saw the gloomy eyes 

of Fenghua Xueyue who lowered his head to prepare for the game through other shots. 

 

“No, Fenghua Xueyue wants to secretly lu Yang.” Ma Feng shouted. 

 

“What?” Dubin, Hitomi, and others looked at Ma Feng one after another, but did not wait for them to 

ask why, and the battle on the field began. 

 



“President Lu Yang, please advise.” Feng Hua Xueyue laughed and bowed to Landing Yang. He was 

waiting for Lu Yang to bow to him. 

 

“You’re welcome.” Lu Yang smiled and gave a gift, but while he bowed his head slightly, he read a spell 

in his mouth, and a black light came out at his feet. 

 

Feng Huaxueyue’s eyes were all staring at Lu Yang’s body at this moment. When Lu Yang bowed, his 

body suddenly appeared a black light. 

 

“Raid” 

 

Fenghua Xueyue jumped behind Lu Yang in an instant, and the two daggers suddenly lifted up, and fell 

off the neck according to the landing Yang dead to me. “Fenghua Xueyue roared. 

 

“boom” 

 

A fierce red-gold light illuminated within 30 meters around Lu Yang. Players who had no intention to 

watch the game saw this scene completely stunned. 

 

The next second, before the light disappeared, Fenghua Xueyue was suddenly shot out of the fire. 

 

“Polynuclear explosion” 

 

“Meteorite Falls” 

 

“Destroy Heavy Artillery” 

 

After three consecutive moves, Fenghua Xueyue had blood and was forced to control it for 5 seconds. 

Fenghua Xueyue could not unlock it because he used the badge when he was stunned for the first time. 

Although he has the skills to ignore control, Need to take the initiative to release, so far he has been 

fainted, Lu Yang’s skills are accurate, there is no gap, his skills can not be released. 

 



“Damn, how did he know that I would sneak in on him?” Fenghua Xueyue knew that he was going to die 

in this game, but now he wants to know how he was exposed. Is it because his men betrayed him? 

 

“The Sun Fist” 

 

Lu Yang suddenly appeared in front of Fenghua Xueyue, and according to his head, punched a punch in 

the left hand with a loud noise. Fenghua Xueyue was beaten to 10 meters away and fell to the ground 

while he was completely dead! 

 

System prompt: Lu Yang wins the first game! 

 


